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ABSTRACT

Instruction in'problem-1-isoning. is frequently neglected_
6

because teachers lack the eappropriae materials or skill in
4

controlling reinforceNent to produce.learnfng. The purpose
6 p

of the present investigation was to evaluaXe the __kfects of a

new type of problem-solving instructionalmatgrial and, the

. .effects of a newreinfoi-,cement method; called Premack on probl.em-
,4 ibt

solving skills of elementary school children.

. The problems pi"ovided were an extension of the liaterials

developed for the Purdue Elementary Problem.-SAving Inventory

(Feldhusen, 1-16utz, and Ringenbachv 1972). . The materials were

designed to provide practice in severalof the abilities hypothesized

to be vital components of general problem-salving behavior: sensing

and identifying the prbblem, clarifyingthe goal,:noticing dytails

and redefining familiar objects in unfamiliar ways, gUessing

causes, asking questions, judging if more information is needed,

foreseeing consequences, generating multiple hypotheses, selecting

the best solution, and verifying hypotheses%

Prepack is a meXhod of reinforcement for, use in programs

of behavior modification. The Premack Principle of behavior

modification (Premack11965) states that a preferred or di sirable

activity'can be used as a reinforcer of related but less desirable

activities. In operations in the classroom this means, that.stibb7

natural activities as free time during which students may play

games, read, talk with friends, etc. can be used as reinforcer's'

of such behaviors as working on assigned problems or practice

activities:
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The investigation was divided into two phases. Phase

sdrved as a validation phase'for-the training-materials and

reinforcement procedures. Phase.II invol.ved the formal training

program. Throe :experimental groups were ,formrd using twelve

7classrooms. The classes '.'ere selected so as to represent

differences iii,social clasS-and ethniCrigins of students.
.

Gne group_ received reirrforcement- inor workincLon the materials;
4,

°a second group was given the materials as a regular part of the

*schoolwork with,np reinforcement, and'a'third,group_served as

i 1

a control, and received no mate dais. A pretest and posttest

problem-solving measure and a retention and a transfer_mea6ure

were administdTed to all groups.

4.

Results of the° investigationdemonstrated that the

materials were effective in increasing children's problem solving

ability but that children who used the materials without rewards

outperformed children given rewards. Socroeconomic differences

were.observed and it appeared that black-aildren improved to a.
,

level equal to that of white children in tije materials-plus-rewards
.........

.,

group. L., _ 1. 1'
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CHAPTER I'
INTROUCTION A4DREVILW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of the pesant'investigltion was 'to develop..
- .

%

and experimentally evaluate new .materials and methods-forbrobleM-
w

solving insftgpction. The instructional materialcconsisted of

'worksheets depicting chijdren and adults in reallife probl:em

qtuations. The materials call for specific answers to questions

abdut the picp.ires as well as the ,.generation of creative,

multiple hypotheses.

The new method evaluated is based on the Premack pririciple

(Pr'em1k, 1965) which is a form of reward used ,in teaching

0.tuat',.ons. This type of reward is based on thepri!ncipl`e -that
5

more frequent behaviors such-a pray and freetime

O

can serve,as reinforcerS furjless,frequent behaviors such.as

study behaviors. Thus, freetime away from,school work will

be made Contingent upon study. time, in which children will be

given the PrOblem materials. The second vur'pose cif the, proOct

Baas to assess the effectiveness of this' mans of,reinforPATW

with children from various ethnic and socioeconomic'backgrounds.,

To summa rite, two Components were combined in the present

program: 1) relevant, real-life materials designed to focus

on'specific-skills involvd. in g4nerl problem-solving behavior,

and 2) a Motivational component of free-time away' fray school:

work for working on the, practice materials.



AevieW orResearch on Behavior Modification

In recent years behavior modification tedhniqUeshave

been used' to alleviate undesirable belTaviors of pre-school and

school-age children, (Homme et. al., 1963; Madsen,;,et. al, 1968;

Hall, ettial. 1968a; SIbley-et.. al., 1,969; SehWara, & Hawkihs,
,

1970; Reynolds, & Risley, 1968; Wasik al., 1969; Hopkins,

EssentiAllall of the approaches to behavior modification

involve the speci4cati)n of "target behaViors,4' or final
,

behaviors. to be achieved; the reinforcement of these behaviors

or approximations to them, and theignoring of undesirable., behaViors.

In the studids cited, ab .teachers have successfully

modified children's disrupti 1-behavioins in the classroom.

They have reinforcpd children fdr,paying attaption io work done

,

.

at;the blackboard, exhibiting good study behaviors, ijol1owing
; .

and efforcing rules0;. asking questionsland helping other children.
)

Many .types reinforcers'ahavepeep used. Social appie,ov4 and

attention have proved effective; but candy-, shacks, materials,

,such As paper, paints, or crayons; tokens-exchangeable for

smailiptizes or special primileges.:,have also peen used. Each
,

,

of these rewards was offered to the child upon his

ethibiting the desired behaviors,

,t)ther.researcners have employdd behavior modificatiOn.-
,

teChniques with groups .of children: apd intact classrooms-of.
L I

1,

child4n of pre school, elementary, and-secondary grades
V

,(Bustal-11, 1968, Schmidt, & Uiridh, 1969; Packard 1970;

t'
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Plynne00970; Wand, & Faker,- 1968; Barrish et. al., 1969;

°N, _Hall . et . al . , 1.968b ; Thomas et--. -196a;'_ Osborne 2 1969) .

. a
These researchers found that positive reinfOrcement of desired

behavior. ,is effective with the class as a 14 4° 111.1,e'y increased

Ss' attention to tasks andlowered aggressive, oyt-of-seat, and

kangou 1 activities,

extensiop of gym time for recess, social approval,,,between-

4
eriod breaks classroom !tames, and free time away from schoolwork

all proved to' be effective reinforcers.

One-significant leneraliWion to, come from' the behavior

,modification research as been termed the "Premack Pginciple,"
4

after Davidgi,ehig6W1191 1963; 195; Premack pt. al, 1964

Schaeffer et. al, 1966;_llomnpL, 1966). The principleesserts
. . i

that ",.:for any pair of responses the more probable one, wi-14

reinforce the less probable one (Premack, 1965, p. 132)
Sk

,' 'In other words,if a child engages in play activity at a much

higher rate than another behvior, academic study behavior, for'
.

example t44 former can serve as a reinforcer for the latter,

thus increasing the frequency, of .study behav Or.

Wasik (1970). made use of this principle. with. culturally

deprivedv,-black and white second -graders. Free-choice activity
. .

time'w'as made available to the children .conUngent upon theoccurrence

of desirable_clasairoom behaviors, such-as enforcing the rules,

sharing with and helping otnersl'asking for information, following

.7
directions, r engaging xn self-directed -inquiry. Such behaviors

increased considerably, while daydreaming, resisting, and

eggress.ive' behaNiiois decreaed during the study.

6

.
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The effectiveness of behavior .nodificatic., techniques, and

u thPremack Principle, in narticular, have been widely

(demonstrated. Only few stuGies, however, have been concerned

with'cognitive outcomes, and then o ly indirectly. Ward and

Baker (1969") suCcessfully rssive behaviors
.0

of two groups of black first graders Akt found im differences. on':

the Dr,aW-A-Ters n test or several suts7leci of the Wechsler /

Intelligence Scale for,Children.',Lovitt and\sveldt (1970)

were able to increase the number of ari.thhetic problems, attempted

and solved by atwelve-year-old boy, bu the .problems were simple,

'additipn 'problems', and no, new learning was hypothesized, to have

oCcurreth'. Gl4inn%(1970),'.h8wver,:foundthat ninth-graders'

o

learned significantly more of their experimental historty and

geography materials by being reinforced with tokens redeemable

foie. prizes than did control Ss, who were not give "tokens,

Re se arch on Human Problem -So
-

The area of,human problem-splving is not so well organized

and well-dsfined as that of behavior modification. Reviews of ,

4 .

the field (Duncan, 1959; Davis, 1966; FeIdhusen, et al. 19744)

have pointed out that there are a number of different theoretical

models o.the processes involved in problem-Solving and that a

gveat variety of taskS have been used, all purporting to measure

imoblem-solving ability.
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Children and adults have been required to solve mathematical

and parlor-game puzzles (R O, 1955), verbal analogies ohnson,

1902),- arithmetic problems (Welch, & Ldwards, 1965), insight .--1
.,

problems.(Luchins, 942; raker, 1945), sylltpgisms (Whinbey, L
.

,

4

1968), anagrams (MayZner, & TreSseit, 1958, 1J59, -1962, 1966;

'Johnson i9Z-6), a vast array of concept7formationprobs,

.(8ruher, GoodheW, 6 Austin, 1956; 1965)-,:and switch-

light problems (Tyler, 1958). Studentshave been placed in

simulation situations; they have been city 1-1.yors, doctors

(Rimoldil 1955, 1960), army generals (Streufert et.al. 1965),

and trouble-shooters for defective machinery (Glaser, et. al., 1954).

Investigators hdve given students real-life problems.requiring.

many hypotheses or possible solutions (Miles, 1968) and asked

students to solve single- solution puzzles with match-sticks

(Katona, 19401.

,Theoretical models Of prablem-solving ha4e also provided

diverse views. S=R theorists have: often relied upon the concept

of the habit family hierarchy (Hull, 1934, iacts, & 8taats,

1963), A nuaer of diffetentyesponses may' ba attached-to any

one particular stimulus or set of ,stimuli. A problem arises

when the responses highest in the hierarchy and most likely to

°emir are inappropriate. Solution come about by rearranging

the hierarchy so that the correct', and infrequpnt, responses

are emitted.

6



Mom rcont rovi3ion3 of this view have proposed that

t:omplox luarning and proble-solvinp: ard-the-msult-of chains-

mdny ;1-R.a*ociciationa (Kencller, & Xendldr, 19q4. By mediational'*:

procopmwoiclpOcially those of language,' individuals are

ablo Up.00mplux chains and shift from one parallel.

Ohain to dnother.to.solvt: Oro, hems.

Gaght,2(19b91 1964, 1466, 0 1970) has developed a model. of

problomoolving which is built upon a.struCture.of_sevei,a1 '/
6ubordinate kinds of learning or cognitive functioning.

P mroblv-liolvi inginvolves the of new.rules which are

applicable to large classes- of situations. Each level. of Gagne's

hierarchy da,pan'ds upon all .0f-the lowr.3evels, so.prdblem-

tiolving involves,simple associations and chains of associations,

diiicriminationu concept learning and rule learningt,

Conce.pt tormotion'tasks.have Ofted been:useidt.in'problem7

relmarc h. rheoreticar models of concept formation

(Hov, ndi jqh'i; jostle, 1969) view the learner as an hypothesis

gen rator and te,:;tc:,. Bruner, Ciobdnow, and A'ustin (1956)

have deucribed different ways in which the iriividual can attempt

to itiolate tho rvievant dimensions, or criteria, of concepts.

Co-neaderably 'different strategies.:are used, ddpending upon the

age. and okporionce of the subjects (Anderson, 19.651 Stern, &
'

Keinlar, 1967), and of tiu,su stratdgieS arpr-olearly not so

log(Al thv hypothesis" generation model implies.,

,i 11 reovarehem .bav't2 attempted. to simulate human.problem-

Go1vink procew;e6 by moans of computer programs (Newell,. Shaw, &



Simon, 1958, 1970; ttunt, 1968) . Such programs have been able to

prove mathematical theorems, solve geometric analogies and word

puzzlesf. play gameS of checkers and chess, peerform paired

associate learning tasks, form concepts, and exhibit other

learning and associative behaviors in a similar fashion to

human subject.,

The-information-procesSing view of Newell, Shaw, and Simon',

attempts to break down complex behaviors into components by

means-end analyses. At each of many Stag-ersim-the problem-

c

solving process, the indi,,,idual 6bie to act on the input, or

information, in many ways(. To limit the many irrelevant

operations availablel,however, heuristic search models are

programmed_into the computer. These models, subh as the TOTE

unit propoped by Hiller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960), examine

the consequences of each°alternative step in the process and
0

eVaiii-a7e it with respect to tie final goal.---

Finally, a model which has perhaps generated the most

oomprehensive account of human cognitive abilities is that of

Guilford's-l'Structurd-of-Intellect (1959, 1967)." His SI

model contains over 120 distinct abilities categorized in terms

of operations (how the individual manipulates information),

content.(what kinds of information he deals with)_; and products

(what output heobtains). SUilford's-workhesriet,-enly provided

a way of describing cognitive skills within a larger framework,

but it has also provided a method whereby specific skills or

abilities may be isolated and identified' (Merrlifidld et. a1.
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1962;''Kettiler et. al, 1959; Haynes, 1970). By:factor analysis

techniques, these researchers have found that general problem-.

solving ability consists of many-,different skills involving

all of Guilford's operations: cognction, memory, convergent

and divergent prodUction, and evaluation.

Each of the theoretical ,models discussed above, however,

with the exception of Guilford's SI model, .attempt to explain

only the psycholOgical processes ilzvolved in problem-solving.

While such models are oroductive, they are not applicable within

the behavior modification framework. With behavior modification

technique's, specific behaviors must be identified and"reinforced. ,

Thus, for the present inves'tigation, it was necessary to focus on

the tasks or skills which researchers have identified as part

of the problem-solving process and which they have attempted to

improve via training programs.-

Quite a few training programs have been developed. Each

has focussed on different abilities or skills. Ramirez (1970).

provided practice in sensing the problem, defining the'problem,

generating alternative solutions, and foreseeing consequenOes.

Meares and Loree (1968) stressed retrieval of information and

extr4tion, 'of information from the problem statement.., SuChinan

provided practice in analysis, comparison, isolation, and

repetition,/of relevant details in different combinations.

Parnes (1966) emphdsized problem definition, utilization of

resources,, ,generation of new and different ideas,



and evaluation of these ideas. Blank and Covington .(1965)

trained children to ask'questions to gain more information about

the problem. Torrance (1966) and Guilford. (1967) have employpd

testsreqUiring subjects to genrate_Multiple hypotheses, guess

causes, ask,questions, foresee'consequences, and make ti,ansformations...

The Purdue treativity ,Tra(1.llg Program dldhusen, Treffinger,

& Batlike, 1970) emphasizes the generatio of multiple .hypotheses

and
.

forecccing ca411se-q-uences various.ey'rts and attionS

The Purdue Elementary Problem-Solvng Inventory (Feldhusen,

Hautz, Ringenbach, 1972) was developed to,, assess twelve -distinct

skills or abilities hypothesized to underlie general 1;roblem-

solving ability: sensing that a problem exists, defining or

identifying the problem, clarifying the goal, noticing relevant

details, redefining familiar objects in unfamiliar ways, guessing'

causes, asking questions, judging if more information is needed,

'foreseeing consequences, ge-nerating multiple hypotheses, selecting

the best solution, and verifying' hypotheses..
fiyy

The Purdue 'Inventory (jec:3ignea to identity and 'assess

overt behaviors in children. For the present investigation, these

same behavicirs became the ":t_arget behaviors." Training materials

were developed which provided practice in each of the skills

listed above. Each child in the experiment was able to work on

the materials individUally and was rewarded for his efforts with

free time away from school work. Uuring the free time the

children were able to talk tostheir, friends, play games, and

ry
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'engage in "high probability" behaviors. By making free time

'contingent upon working on the training,materials,, the free

10

time activities' according io the Premack Principle, reinforced
--A

their work dn the problems and thua increased the probability of

problem-sorkkng behaviors.

Objectives of the Present Investi ation

The objectives of the present!inviestigation were

1. To determine the effectiveness of ziewly developed

instructional material for teaching problem-solving.

2. To determine the effectiveness of the Premack method of

reinforcement --cas a behavior modifilcati ri'techilique along

with the new

solving.

instructional m6YEF141 teaching problem

A

3. To test effects of the instruction on several ethnic

groups and on childrtt-Fat7S7UVeral -sbcipeconomic:

levels..



CHAPTER -II

METHOD'

The following chapter w01 present the -method-and procedures

--- used. The details of the pilot study -and the trial runs will

-be discussed first, and then the subjects, instruments,

'.Matrials,procedures, and design of the main study will be
4

presented,

Pi.lot.Study

_.- During the "summer .of 1972 pilot Study was conducted
. .

to examine the workableness of the worksheet exercises and

Premack reinforcement' principles..

22111221a
o

Approximately 20 third-grade students from the Mayflower

Mill and Battleground schools of the Tippecanoe School. CorT5fationts

Indiana ..were-, invited to participate in a creative problem solving

class' at Purdue University from June 27 to August 3, 1972.

These children had just completed third .grade and were, considered"
r.

to,be close, developmentally, to the children'wit4 whom the

majgr part of the research program would be dealing. The

Children and their parents were told that the objectives

of the program were to provide practice in solving realistic

problems, but many fun activities, such as games and trips

around the campus, would be included. -8event4en children

accepted the invitation and attended.

'V

,

- _

44
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Procedures

The class met twice a week for a two-hour period in the

afternoon. The first half-hour was devoted to work on the

Worksheets' (See Appendix P. and the second half-hour to fun

activities: Each of the worKShee-::S presented,acartoon drawing.
o

of .children in a real-life probleM situation..,Questions were

--asked- ab-ont---the-situations and children were to write, as many
o

ideas as.they could t answer the questions. The situations

Called for the childi!6h. to sense. whether or not a problem did,

7til-f-aat;- exist, :define the problem, generate questions to

ask toshelp solve the problem .guess possible causes, foresee '.

,
-

consequence of actions taken by the char.acters in the cartoons,

generate alternative solutions, makb use of objects in un-

familiar ways, and several other problem solving skills (Feldhusen,
11

et. al. 1972).

The second half-hour was devoted to fun aatiyitibs,,such
.0

as arts and crafts, puzzles, games, and-trips. around the Purdue

campUs to the computer center, the library, the basketball

arena and football-stadium, aAd sandwich sho: . Because of .the

fun nature of the program, the two -h r period was loosely

structured into work and play times. Often, -two work periods

flowed alternately by two play periods were included in the

daily ses si on .

Evaluation

No attemp was made to grade. student;;. Through discussions
4

with the children,
4 ndividual attention, and, observations,

O 1.
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.1

worksheet, were revised and certain types of fun exercises which

were more appealiag to the children were noted. The more

active games were the most popular and those .'with. a competitive

element held children's attention longest. Many of the

worksheets did not lend themselves to many solutionsi,and

revlpions'were made. It was concluded that; both the worksheet

and P.remack methodolojy could be adopted to grOup situations

Trial Run

The objective of the trial run phase Of the experiment was

to evaluate theinstruments designed for the present study and to

tryout i.he worksheets in an' .actual classroom situation.

Sublects

r

The Ss for the trial run were fromtwo-f6Vilth-grade classrooms

in the Riverview School in ElkhartIndiana. The. Ss were all

White and from an upper-middle-class background. These teachers,

as did all teachers in the project, volunteered to'participate."

Since the children differed in terms of socioeconoMic Status
,

from the "target "" population of the2present' r;search, it was

decided to use these Classrooms in tha\trial run phase of the

project.

Procedures

The Ss were given pre"-'and post-problem solving tests

and materials to work on daily. Both classrooms were supplied

,



______ _ . ...
with_4ames and books to make use of .during the reward periods

.
(

(See Appendix A) . At first, the ,teachers in both classes were

,instructed to have the-children 'work on the materials for two

15-20 minute periods each day and to provide a 15-Z0 minute

reward period once a day. This procedure was unsuccessful

that .tors much- time -;.s-taken away from regular classroom work

and thl 'reward periods were ,oc th,)rt to allow the children to

become involved with' the tames or complete them. After a

period of two weeks, the number of work periods was redUced 4o,

one daily session of 15-20 minutes and the reward pgripds

were increased 'to 30 to 45 minutes', put reduced in frequency to

. twice a week.

The Ss were allowed to work on the same worksheet during .
o

more thah one period. The teachers were encouraged to discuss
.

each new Worksheet but later observations indicatedrthat
. ,

_ discuSsions were limited to listing hew vocabulary words which

occurred' on the worksheets. The "children were allowed, however,

, I
to look at each others' Work., kept large.folders in.a central

location of each classroom.

Teacfier' s Manual

Each teacher'in the trial run was given a. teacher's

manual describing the procedures to follow during the study.

Pecause the Study was a trial run, however, the manual underwent

several revisions and only the final Version, used in the main

study, is presented in Appendix D. The manual was designed
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to cover such areas as time and frequency.of.work and reward

periods; description of the worksheets,;criterialor stamp-
:Nip

b,ading, and suggestions for discussion, of the worksheets.-

Cm.

Stamp Grade's

The;:taa6hersw-e-re-TaT o liven 'four different 'grading

15

stamps EXCELLEN,T, VERY GOOD, GOODS WORK: ANf OK, BUT TRY° HARDER.

These were used to provide evaluatdve feedback on the, S's work.

The teachers in the trial run did not have trouble keeping up

with the grading load. A sec of criteria was' prodded for the

teachers to as6ign the stamp grades:, seven. or more relevant

responses was -worth an "UCELLENT,P five or six was worth

"VERY GOOD", three or fo.ur was worth a "GOOD WORK," and one

or.two war worthah-"OK: BUT TRY HARDER."

Duration of the Trial Run

°The trial run lasted approxi nate1y. _sa.k, weeks, from October

19', 1972 to November 28, The total number of school

days involved in training' was twenty,

Pretest and Posttest of Problem Solving

Forms A and t of the Purdue Elementary Problem Solving

Inventory. (Feldhusen, et. al, 1972) were dqveloped for use in

the present study. The trial run served as a basis for

'providing item analysis and reliabil,ity data for the new test:

forms, Revisions of the items were made based on the results of
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Ct

st,

1

:44tr.,=-4414,

,the pretest and posttest. One fourth-gradeclass.was administere

One'of e'ach oftheitwo_forms at;each_of:the testinii,ses8-ions,

.

,
.

so-that each test form could. undergo two revisions-dUrihg the

trial run. Reliability, validity,- and descriptive information

of the two ,new forms will be .presented in Chap-e'er III.

The Main Study .

a

The main study involved twelve claSprooms from the Elkhart..

School. Corporation from January 11,, 1973 to-April 16, 1973.
0

LaUPELa 1

of the teachers who .participated in the main study were

also voluhteeis. Because of this, it 'was notipossible to

create a complete factorial design for socioeconomic status and

ethnic-background of students., Also,* three teachers volunteered

for only limited participation in the'experiment. They did

not' wish to takeaday from their regular schedule the extra time

rispired for the materials or games. Of the nine remaining

classrooms, five contain1d4students who were predominantly from

a loWer-middle class background, .'four contained students who

Were predominantly from a middle- and upper-middle-class'

background. The black students were all from the low0,-middle

class backgrOun.

O

Two. upper -middle class classrooms were.aSsigned to the

training- plus - games, group and two were assigned to the training-

only group. The tbree limitedparticipation Classrooms were

4
44.

a

6.



from an upper-middle class background and o,rmed the control

gr9up. Three lowermiddle clasS classrooms were assigned to
141

the materials plus-games group and two were assigned to the

materi,als-only grolt. These assignments were not
f

. .- -j--

since the decisibn was made to be consistent.. in treatment
.

%. % t

` within school.
.

same _sch_ool,

their school,

17

In other words, no-two treatments were in the

Appendix B presents the names orthe-,teachers,

the socioeconomic status' and ethnic composition of

their c.lasses.-, and the

Procedures'

group to which they were assigned.

- 4027
and trainingTeacher in the training plus games group antraining only

0.

group et with E's from ,Purdue who explained the details of
A

the program andprbvid0 them with the teacher's manual, a supply-
,

.

o of workshegts, the/grading stamps, and games for the games

N'
group. Thesemeetings,tok place during the regular class stay

o
i

,
0

and on aniindividual basis. The Teacher's' Manual is presnted
,.,

in the Appendix Di.' One E made weekly visits to all ot,therane
.., .

-;--,-- ,

classrooms involved in trainin throughout the program, to
..

c.

observe training and sesions, answereteachers! questions,
.

ane.bring new m terialS.

Training Perio
4)

1.1

All ieachers provided appro)iimately 15 to ''a0 minutes of

work' time per day in their classes- Be'cause of differences,'

in

ft

daily schedules, homever, the work ,
eriods varied as to
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time of day from teacter to teacher. Some of the work session

were in the morning; some were in the afternoon. One of the

objectives of the study was to test the materials under

actual classroom conditions; thus, teachers were told to find

4 time most suitable to their ordn class organization. During

the work periods, most Of.thk, students worked' on their own at

their desks. rOn the whole, the teachers did not allow much

free talking or 'provide a great- deal of introduction to the

new worksheets. New vocabulary. words were explained but

discussion of povsible answers after the work sessions was

,

rare.

Materials

Forty-three work'sheets were used in the lair experiment.

Each worksheet contained a cartoon drawing'of children or

adults in a problematic situatim. Below the picture, questions

were asked and lined.spaces provideefor the children to make
Fs

responses. Each of the worksheets was designed to ,provide

practice in one or more skills hypdthesized to ,underlie general

problem-solving behavior (Feldhusen, et. a1, 1972). Appendix

E presents the worksheets given to Ss during. the prOject.
, .

111AER2141fti

Each teacher in the two training groups evaluated stude t

papers by means of'stamp grades. Criteria were proVided foi each

of the four stampS, described earlier, in the teacher's manua

f
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Teachers,were.told to vary the criteria if, in their opinion,

a student was performing up to his capacity or showed ,marked

improvement, even though his production was not as-great as

another child's.
-

Some teachers 'graded the,papprs during their free time or

at home, while others graded the papers during the work periods...

1'o nelp facilitate feedback td thepstude,pts, a record sheet

was/ given to each student, to mark, his stamp grades for the
I

previous week's work.. ,The .students filled out their own record'
/'

. ,

,sheets and kep them-in their folders along with Trevious.

worksheets. A .copy -of this record sheet is presented in_

.Appendix F?

Games e

S

The teacKers in"the training plus games 'group provided7'

30. to 45. minutes of free Clime twi:e a leok to their students.

A number of different games and activities were provided each

" teacher. A list .is presented in Appendix A. The ,most popular_

of the activi:Ities. are starred. During:The free time periods,

some'childron talked to their friends, worked on other class
.

actiVitied, spent time grooming Ihems.elveS, .readl-or rested in
i

. -

addition to.playing games. The instructions
v.
to teachers were

to alldw the children freedom not to play games and do something..

- (else if they,wished,,but not -t i make-them de) "catch-up"

clais work.
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.

Pro to:i t i wury gi yen to alb -So ton JanUaryo14,th and 12th ,

4 ..

197".$. Thu lutim.11 trainintl, began on J.anuary,,15th,raild continued

daily 'until March Nth. the .21.1:1145ex of school

pyu to 41 davt;. Potftte8ting,was done orT4M4ApchOthand 1:11.

The_ retention to'bi :adsministered;a0proximAy.four.
!4...

later, cin Apral 12th and 16th. Vlus, the total, main, prolect

alproximdtely tinewn weekd, while. the actA1141,trainIng

lelotd nine woeiks.

Laitue2=1.11151.4.4

fat

r6rmtt.A,tind U of the.Purfue.Elerventary,Prob3:bm §olving
ft

Invent60, dovoloped during the.trial:rAs, were uqed as the,.

pre and goat'- tnstsvrespectiv61y, The c;riginat, form of the

inventory troldhussen -et. 4J., 1321 was useglas.the retention

taut. A trein6 Ofer test W aIsO'adMi-i'llst4fta at, then time 'of
.

---4. .

tat, ,Rotit-tot...1,4, and condisted of two alit-verbal, real-lite

01,

ProP1-(4.m
L,i.tuntions0, to which children were to write, as tany

10'
pbc,tilblo .lolutions ao they could think of. .; A copy of each of

theist! inutrumontf is included in AppendiX C. In addition

tIQ 4oh4evoment test data were ceLlected,from the schools for

each child iet the project. The IQ scores were obtained from

the Lorge-Thorndilte
Intelligence Test and the Reading and

-

-.Motfierrtico Achievement scores were obtained from the Iowa

TwA,1 ls Path te str. were administered in the fall

,F*0

of 1 .)72 to all fourth-graCie'rb in the 'Elkhart scaols as part

;

of the)* rt.Tular tet:ting progratnI

4
-t$

Ale
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Observations

A trained E, John C. Houtz, visited each school and

teacher in the project once a week during the training program.

His observations of work sessions and reward periods formea the

basis for the descriptions .of theimplementation of the

'

, -

various parts of the program presented in this chapter.

He answered teacher questions provided them with reinforcement

as to their interpretation of the teacher's manual, and helped

teachers overcome difficulties.

Ex erimental Desi and Statistics Used

Because a complet. ^ factorial. design was note possible for

the,preserit experiment, several different analyses were

performed. The first step was to obtain an intercorrelation

matrix for all of the measures obtained

on this data, to be reportea in Chapter

and covariance were computed:

\ 1. To examine the effects ot trining oneway analyses

of covariance were used (three levels of training:

in the project. Based

III, analyses of variance

training-phis-games, training only, and control):,

Pretest. and IQ scores' were used as covariates. One

analysis was computed for each dependent variable:

post test scores, retention test scores, and transfer.

test scores.
,

To examine the effectslof training on weekly production

of students, stamp grade averages were used as a fourth
Q."



dependent variable. A two-way analysis of variance

was computed (two levels of training and four stamp

22

grade ave.ocees taken at approximately two-week intervals

during the training phase of the project), with stamp

averages being treated as a repeaterd measure.

To Oamine the effects of sex, ethniC identity, and

SES level, a series of two-way analyses of covariance

were computed with post test, retention test, and

transfer test scores. One set of analyses involved

the factors of sex and all training levels; a second

set of analyses involve4SES (middle and lower-middle)

and thu two training groups (without the control Ss)-;

and a third set involl ethnic identity(a one-way

analysis).

-'

H

3
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

This chapter will be organized into three majdr headings.

First, the, results of the development of the two, new forms of

the Purdue Inventory, Forms A and B,. will be presented. Second,

the results of the training program in terms of -the three

experimental groups will be reported. Finally, the performance

of subjects by sex and from different socioeconomic. /and.: ethnic

backgrounds will be pres,et-A

_-

For the purposes of the present'experiment, two additional

forms of the Purdue Problem Solving Inventory were needed.

Items were generated using the same model described by Feldhusen,-

Houtz, and-Ringenbach (1972) frrom an existing pool of items

and subjected to pilot tests '.(See Chapter II). Table 1 presents

the descriptive data on the new forms during the trial runs and

on all forms during the main training project.

Correlations of Problem Solving with Other Acaievement Measures

To establish the vaiidity and reliability of the new forms

of the Inventorya all measures used in the project were

correlated. /As can be seen fromiTabfe 2, Forms A, B, and the

original Inventory resulted in aisimilar pattern of con ..ations

with all other measures and moderate intercorrelations among

themselves. The results of a factor analysis, a principal

it}

- .......
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components analysis with varimax rotation, demonstrated three

factors: one on which the problem solving tests loaded highly,_

together with non-verbal IQ; one on whiCh the IQ and achieve-

ment measures loaded highly, and one on which the transfer

test and stamp grade averages loaded highly (See Table 3).

These three factors accounted for 92.2 percent of the normalized. q

variance of all of the scores.

As can be seen from Tables' 1. and 2, howevers_therelielibility

of the new forms of the Inventory is low. As 4,re.itlt°?oi this,

,
.

the report of the results of the analyv.sof 'N'arAatIcp wh3.4%

, ,

follow must be interpreted with eautilOP.,.
, ;

,

Table 1

,

. .

Means.,'. Standard Deviations,- Standard' Errors, Rellabilities,H01.0haT

of Items, and Number of Subjects .Taking Forms:A,-Band
the Original Purdue' ProbleM Solv-ing Invent0Y-'

Form :A
(Pretest)

Form B
(Posttest)

Original
(Retention) 35.65

Form A
(Second trial run) 29.84 3.90

Form B
(Second. Trial run). 31.60

Form A ,
(First trial-iun) 28.72;

26.17

28.07

3.97*

c . .

2.98.. ,L; 44 .294

. . ......

4.44 2.'90 444 308

'5.10

k

6.31

2.33 e.79. 44 299

2.97

Form B
(Second'trial run) 29.31 5.45

4.17

42 47 38
o

3.04

3.03

50 50

.47 50 47

49 .
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Table 2

Intercorrelations of Measures Used in the Main Training Project*

OrigLPA1 Transfer IQ-NV Read. Math.

forq A .

FOrm B

:0-riginal Form

.54 .46

.60

.28

,36

.37.

.39.

.43

.34.

Transfer

IQ-NV

Reading

a

a

4

.38 .32 .29

;46' .42 .21_,

.41 .31 . .19

.36 .39 .21

.78, .76 .59

.64 .52

.60

*Al; correlations significant, .p .01 .

ts-cf the Three Treatment G ou

,,.gip' examine the effetts of training upon performance,

V.,,,,,,y4e.virel,criterion measures were,selected: 1) performance= a

post:test of 'problem solving ability (Form. B); 2) performance

r - 'TV

on 'a retention test tthe Original' Form of the%Purdue Inventory),

given four-weeaht-tb.d postt,distl 3) perforMance on a

transfertesi items similar to the actual training

.
atid/4)/0.6rfOrman01,,:dUriqg the-programmeaSpred'bY

stamp--grade.averag0. This .,latter measure was obtained bS,

ayera4j.h.g.the staMp grades received by Ss over two-week periods.
0

-Thus 'fOur.stamp. grade averages were obtained, the last average

,

ctIering
fined thi,ee. weeks of the program.

G.
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Since the helve classrooms involved in the project were

ndt assigned randomly, to treatment groups, it was decided that

analyses of Covariance T;4ei,e to be used. Specifically, the \,

.

control group of children appeared to be ofa higher level of

ability than the training with games or the training only.

groups. To determine if tithe three experimental groups were

equal in terms of problem solving ability at the start of the

project, an ANACOVA using IQ-Verbal.scores as the covariate

and pretest problem solvirig-T5TAEVM-Tflr-ddpendent variable

was,computed. The results of this analysis are presented
\

in Table 4. No significant F -ratio was obtained.

Table 3

.-FaptOr Loadings of All i4easures Used -in t4 Main Training Project

Factor. 1 Fac,:or

Form A .05

Form B .21'

'Original Form .21

Transfer .56

.IQ-V .33

IQ-NV .25

Rdading .37

Math .24

SG-I* .77

SG -2 .89

. 81SG

SG-4

3

. 87

. 38

. 25

. 16

Factor

. 45

. 72

. 75

. 31. .17

. 82 .i6

.66 .45

. 73 .23

. 55

. 35

. 28

. 16

. 17

c,

*Stamp Grade Averages Will be discussed later.



Table 4

ANACOVA of Pretest Problem Solving Scores (Form A) Using
IQ-Verbal Scores as a CovariAte

27.

Source df

Groups. 23.91

Error 236 13.29

1.80 n.s.

Unit of Aha1ysis

.The present experiment made use of the indiviidual S.sT

.scores as the unit of analysis; Campbell and Stanley (1963)

suggest that:class means may be used to control for the uniqueness

O

of the classroom situation, but considerable controversy

exists on this point (Wittrock and Wi1ey,t100). Class means

may result in very little Power, that is, the Probability of

not rejecting the null hypothesis of no difference"between-
,

_groups when, in fact one does exist.. Since the primary

objective was to determine the effects of training on student

achievement, it was decided to use a more direct measure of

student,

rigor of

the indi\'dual scores, and ettempt to defend the

the eXperim ntal design in terms of a Type I error,

that is, rejecting the ull hypothesis when, in fact, it is true. .

Analyses of Covariance

Analyses of covariance were thus used to attempt to

control for individual subject v riation in ability level.
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CovariateS were selected based on the intercorrelations.between

measure'§ used in the project. Verbal' IQ' scores were selected

as one covariate since. their correlation with other problem

solving measures was significant and because they are used as a

partial basis for assigning students to classes 'in the schools.

Pretest problem-solving scores were also used as a covariate

fOr the posttest. _ ad retention test analyses since the purpose

of the prqect was to assess, albeit indirectly, .,change in

problem salving ability as a result of training:

For he first analysis, a on-a-was analysis ?f covariance

was performed using IQ-V and' riretest problem solVing scores as

covariates for posttest scores. Table 5 presents these results.

A significant F-- ratio was obtained-and subsequent Newman-Keuls

17ust-hoc comparisons (Winer, 1971) were made: Table 6' presentS_

"the adjusted means and standard deviations fQr the three

experimental groups. The training-only-group outperformed both

th6 training-pplus-games ,(p< .05) and the contra]. (p- .01)-groups._

The means for the training-plus-games and control groups did

not differ significantly..

For the second analysis, the same two covaL'ates were used

for scores on the retention test. °Table 7 indicates that a non®

significant.F-ratio was obtained and Table,8 presents -the adjusted

means and standard deviations of the threes experimental groups.

The third analysis involved the transfer test scores and

only IQ-Verbal scores were used as the covariate since pretest
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scores were noesubstantially correlated with transfer scores.

It 'should, be recalled that the two tests consist of different

types bf-items and attempt to assess different abilities.-

Table 9 shows that the 14-tatio was sigpificant and post hoc

means comparisons indicated that the Lraining-only group

again7 significantly outperformed-.ean of the other two groups

(p 0l). This time; however, the training-plus-gam6 also

outperforme:d. the conlroi group (p < .01). Table 10 pre6ents

the adjusted means and,standarg deviations of the three
r

groups on the transfer test.

Table S

ANACOVA of Posttest Problem Solving Scores
Using IQ -Wand Pretest Scores as Covariates

Source df

Groups

Error

2

235

M.S.

80.09

12.33

p..

6,/49 .01 .044

-Table 6

Ad3ustO:Means and Standard Deviations of Posttest Scores for
Each Treatment Group

Group'

Training-plus-games

Training-only

Control
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Table. 7

ANACOVA
1

Retentkon Scores Using IQ--V
anOZretest Scores as C9variates

3

Source .

Groups

Error

df N. S. p
2

2 33.31 2.09 n.s. .009

2.35 15.95

}Table 8

Adjuated Means and Standard Deviations
of itetentiori Sdores for Each

TreaiMent Group

Group

Training-plus-games v- /05 'J 35.72 4.10

Training-only 85-- 36.3-8---

Control 34.93 4.03

.4

Table 9 74.*

ANACOVA of Transfer Test Scores with
IQ--V as a Covarate

Groups

Error

2 405.83 26.25 .001

236 . 15.46

.172
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Group

'Tabld .10

Adjusted Means and Standard-..DeviatiTons

cif Transfer Test Scores for Each
Treatment Group

.

Trainint-plUs-games .
105 8.28

Trainint-only 85 9.89

Control' 50 4.83-

.

The fourth analysis involved performance during the

project. An ANOVA using ihefour stamp ,grade averages. fdr'each

-student was.computed. Analybis of variance was used because

only the two treatment groups were being compared. These two

-groups - training with games and training only - contained children

of both high and low ability leveld, so it was felt thatithe

. use'of a covariate such as IQ 'or achievement would not

contribute to the analysis.

Table 11d3Presents the intercorrelations of stamp grade

averages with other measures used in the project. The results

,of the analysis of variance are presented in Table 12. A
O

significant .mainieffect"dUe to Stamp Grades and a 'significant

interaction 'of Stamp Grades and Treatment Group was obtained'.

Table 13 presents the related mean8 ditd Standard deviations

of 'these gi-toups.' Post hoc ,bomparispns indicated thdt the first-T
.
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second, and third work periods differed in mean performance

from each other p < .01)e, but that the third and fourth

periods ,did not. The meant:, in the fourth period of the two

tre ment groups who mceived 'Training exerci-es differed,

32.

.3.

al hough not significantly, in direction in comparison to the .
,h ,

.third week's avdrages. The mean of the trainingonly'grotip
/ I

increased,but thatsof the training-plus-game/s grbup decreased.

Performance of Subjects of Different Characteristics

Several analyses were computed to determine if Srs sex

SES backgrourid, or ethnic identity were relevant factors in

thie.training program. On the poSttest and retention test

analyses, EQ-V and pretest spres upw thle covariates. On.

the transfer analyses, only :the 1Q7V res were used as a

covariate.

Table 11 i

Correlations of Stamp Grade A erags with Other Measures:Used in

a.

Form .A

Form B

Original Form

'transfer

IQ:Verbal'

Ver:bal.

Reading

Math

The Main Trai ing/Preject*
i

SG-1

. 34

. 34 .

. 40

.,

. 52 7'

;45

. 50 i

. 41

SG.42 SG-3 SG-4

:25 .22 .22

.28 '.29

.39 .37 .35

.54, .54 .57
L.

.47 .32 .36 /

.39. .31 .30/.

45 .33 .40"

.31 .19+ .32

*All correlation:, are significant; p

4. p < .05

< .01
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Table 12

,ANOVA of. Stamp Grade Averages by
Treatment Group

Source .
df MS

=NINIMIle.inrwar ammo.. .".1
1.4100

Between Ss 225

Groups 1 .61 .71 1111

Error 223 2.28

Within Ss 675 r

Stamp Grader 3 5.02 41.37 .01

Group x Grades 3 1.03 8.49 .01

Error 669 .120

4 Table 13

Means s-4nd Standard Deviations of Stamp Grade Averages for Each
Work Period and fd0 Each Work Period by Treatment Group

Work-Period

'II. III Iv

Hain Effect N 260

ii 2.58 2.69\ 2.89 2.86

S.D. .77 .83 .87 .88

N = 132

2.57 2.70 2.85 2.74

S.D. .74 .76 .81 .87

Treatment-only 1.1 = 128

2.58 2.67 2.94 3.01

S.D. .80 .90 .94 .74



Males'vtIrsus-roltal*
,:i

0.

Tablp.'14 presonts the .fie ultc.of the analyses involving.

W sox cIn,:th' rqtentiOn..'te tand transfer test;, thef. actIbr

. .00.:. weir-ui01-(icunt. ,rQpi165 Outperformed Males. Table. 15

precientS the appropriate Mcans and.tandarddeyiations for

both groups.

SociocconoMic baCk,round
A

Tho control stoup; Ss were trom,onlY. a middleSE,S ilackgroun

but both trainiiig 'groups wore composed4of"Ss from:a middle
r ,

. 41

and a lower-middly'SCS:140kiround. ,The results' of *he Aluiew

are presented 'in rab14 16. In All analyses, SES.Is siznifipant.
3 ,

4%

Table 17 presents the 4ppropriate means and. standarddeviattons.

cMiddle-claas Ss dlways outperf rmed low4r-middle -clas$ Se.'.-
)

A\ 4r
. 3

Ethnic Identitx

Only the two training groups contained Black Ss. Table

18 presontt, thv results of-the--la4;a,1yses of .1 Using

IQ-V as'a covariate and the pretest as a dependent varia&le,

significant difforenoes were obtained between black4Ss and

white Ss betore the project was begun. Table 19 presents the

re levant means and standard deviations. Significant differences:

were obtaine0 at the rind of the project on.0e 'transfer' test

but not on the immediate posttest of problem .solving or the

retention tvNt tour wecks later.

A



Table 14

.0
ANACOVAS of Posttest, Retention Test,.anct
Transfer Test 'Scores by Treatment. GrOup

and Sex Using.Pretest Scores-'as the
.

. Covariate

df

Posttes

Groups.

Sex

G x S

'cores

2

1

2

'Error 224

'Retention 'Scores

Groups 2

If)

4616 1

2G

Lrrcon

II2111.212.1114i2En

Groups

Sex ,

G (
X c.)

L:rrot

249

2

245

35

P

133.27

I

10.2'3 .01

26.58 2.04. .0'04

.10 .01

13.02

52.38 3.09

156.04 9.20 .01 .031

26.49 1.56

16.97

445.19 23.35 .01 .010

77.44 4.06 .n5

11.38 .60

'19.07

ti



Table 15

Adjusted :ieans and: Standard Deviations
for Main Effects of Sex of Ppsttest, Retention

Test and Transfer .Test Scores.

Posttest

Males

Females

Retention Test

Males

Females

Transfer Test

Males

Females

36

.

125 28.03

S.1)".

14.44

126 28.49 3.93"

125' 35.16 5.59

126. 36.36 3.31

125 7.63 4.34

126 8..63 4.39

...



Table 16

ANACOVA of Posttest,
TranOer Test Scpres

and SocioEco

°Source f,

....

Posttest

SES 1

Group 1

G x SES 1

Error 174 '

Retvition Test

SES . a 1

Group, 1

G' x SLS 1

Lrror \174

Transfer Test

SES.

Group

G x.SES 1

Iltrror- 175.

Retention Test, and
by Treatment Group

nom c-

159.27

168.12

2..24

10.72

1

37

14,86. .01 .067

15.68 .01

i21

58.00 5.77 :0?5 .026

.26.26

11.44

10.05.

607.:69

307.56

7.17

-18.58

0.- 1.14

32.71

16.55

.01

.01

.140

..1110,

9

_ . .



Table- 17'

. Adjusted liens and
for Main Effects
Retention Test,

Standard peviatiins
of SES 'On .Posttest,
and Trans,fcr, TeSt

Z*1/MMIIIFI...011.

f S.D.

38:

..S..aaasam4.avaa.A.ansalasai...a.

Postte.st

Middle-

Lower-middle

Retention Test

Middle

Lower Middle
-TPansfe'r Test'

sliMMINYWVONWM....aaml.*.resl2eAM..

Middle

Lower Middle

.

'

92- .29.17: '3.23
4

y 6,

'4:87 26A7

0

e

Table 18
.

a

AidACOVA of Pretest', Posttest , Retention' Test
and Transfer Test,-by Ethnic' Group,, ,(

Source df
ti

Pretest
. t znic Group

Error
1 104.74 8.75

10.2 11.97* a

Posttest
tin Group 1 33.611

Error 101 10.12

Retention Test
1 30. 82ahnit Group

Error 101 10.87

Transfer Test '16.46
Error 102 89.37

'3.32

2.83 n ,s

5.143 '.05
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'Table .19

Adjusted Means' and DeviatldnS.of
B1,ack- and ,White 'Subjects on PreIe.st

Of PostteSt, Retention Test, and Transfer

0

Test acoreg

S.D,,

Pretest

rl)lack- S-s--
11Vhite

'Posttest
Black Ss
White :d.

29 24.60 3.58
76' 26.94 3.51

0

Retention Test

Black Ss
White g1.3°

TiianSler Test

z 39
0

26.35 U '3.140
76 ,27.73 13.27.,

4

"29 34.53 3.'52
76 35.85 3.39 711'

.

3

U

'1

1)

(7
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CHAPTER IV'

DISCUSSION

40

Rel.abilities of the New Forms of .the Inventor

The reliabiiities of Forms A and B are low, but the only

measures _obtained were those csfinte=a1 consistency. The

Kuder Richardson Formula 20 (Hays, 1963), with which the present

internal consistency measures were comptited, depends upon

the difficulty level of the items. Since the new formsr.were

more difficult than the Original Form, a lower internal con-

sistency measure was expected. The Original Form, however,

yielded a .Z9 reliability,Adentical to tilt achieved in

previous research (Feldhus n, et. al., 1972).

11
Because of the low Kuder-Richardson reliability estimates,

the,results f the present project must be interpreted with°

caution. It appears that' the new forme A and B account for

only approximately 20 to 36 percent Of predictable variation

in problem solving performance in the present project. These

low reliabilities also imply that each child's scores could

have varied by as much as three `points' on each test. Ail.

examination of the mens'in most analyses,will reveal that a

consistent three point variation would erase differences between-,

the.three treatment groups. 11'.4e17,ifore, thb-M66t constructive

conclusions.. tfat may' be drawn froM the results in.thepresent

experiment may, be the suggestions that the behavi6r modificatiOn

procedures ar),d training materials need 'to be researched further.



Validity of the Problem Solving Measures

The results of the intercorrelations between the problem

'solving measures and IQ and achievement tests were quite_

similar to those obtained-with the original /form (Houtz, et. al?,

1973). Significant but moderately large correlations were

obtained. Since validity fif an instrument is limited by its

reliability, further test development on the forms of the In-

ventory should result in gredter validity. Part of the reason

for low intercorrelations between' the thrde forms, however,

may have been the 10 weeki.nterval between the administration

of Forms A and B and the additio14.1 4 week interval between

.administration of Form B and the original form.

Trdatment Differences

The results of the analyses involving posttest and transfer

test scores demonStrated that,the training exercises and

procedures did improve subjects' .problem solving abilities.'

.T4 group which received the games and free-tiMe reward for

i

working'-on the worksheets outperformed the control 'group on

both, the transfer and posttest'but did not, however, do as
1

well as the group did ,not have games or free time reward.

The group which made use of the worksheets as pert of their

regular 'class.work outperformed everyone else on the posttest

and transfer test. The reason f .pr this ordering of the groups

may perhaps .be explained by the analysis of statR, grade averages

throughout the training.program.
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Stamp212a128MEagrla

The results of the biweekly stamp grade averages indicated

42

r.

that the games.,
and free-time rewards were not continuously

effective. No differences existed between the training-plus.-
6 4

games an,451/e4e 'training-only groups on each of the first three

_-bi-weekly averages., In addition, each weekly average increased

significantly over the previous average. However, on the last

periods; the ects' Stamp grade aX/erage in the training-plus7

'games g!roup decreased, while that of the subjects in the

only group increased. It appears that the games and rewards_

made little difference during the program up to the last two

o hree reks,.and may have, in Tact; interfered with. performance

duri g thl, last few weeks. Such interference may have manifested

\\ itself i a "reversal" of the Premack .Principle. In oth-ealL

ords he games,-tather than losing their Ofe,ctiveness

Y.

.

a0

SO

rds, may pave become Moo much of an enjoyable .alternative,

subje ts.
t

time spent on the worksheetsbdtame disagreeablp tb

Ths possible "reversal° of the Premack Hinciple may

be extrem ly important if the generalizations and propedures o

behavio/4 modification research are to ''be applied to normal

classrooms on a gtouptbasis'where the teacher or experimenter

is not in a Continuous'indOldual r lationship.with each

student. It is possible that parti ular rewards will lose

their effectivene4 ovTr long periods of time olthat less

probable behaviors such as study or work behavIrs, will



acquire'their own, .secondary, reinforcing properties, but the

results' of this investigation may indicate that a third possibility

exists: that rewards may make .the less probable bheevior even

71-7-probable 4y an intrinsic comparisdn of "enjoyment" vane

between the rewards and the goal behaviors upon which reward is

-contingent. L,

Because of'the "groupness" of the present project, the

rewards may have also become too much of a regularity iri the

____ games groups. That is, if-moup contingzncy-procedures are to

Pe eployed irf classroom training projects, one must be careful

t4at students do not collectively decrease output beCause the

rewards are almost guaranteed." 1n-the present projeci:1

this pos.sibility exists'by the seventh week, certainly tte

novelty of the, materials and rewards had. "worn off," and both

teachers and student.may have established a routine which

diminished the strength of the relationship between work
/di

and rewards. Sincello .differences ever existed bet een the

gamE24tno-games classes,t.the possibility'exists that

such a relattonghip was never very strong 4 all.

Results on. the' Retention Test

Thc th'ree treatment groups did not dtffer significantly on

the retention test. Thisresult may have been due' in part, to

the high easiness level of the test, itselfl.but ari additional

problem is related.to the skills practiced during the training
)

6



program Which may' have added to the disappearance of effects

on the retentioh test. The skills practiced on the worksheet

exercises involveA ttae generation' of a large number ofresponses

to.a rlumber'of different types of prob.lem situations. These

responses were evaluated in terms oflqdantity and quality, Nr
,

or relevance, by, the teacherS:, The stamp grades.were intended

to reflect this evaluation. aild so proVide:evaluative feedback

to students, Tea chers were encouraged to discuss with-their
.

classes response

good.

problems they thought were especially

0

0bservations of the Classes, however, revealed that few
,

discussions were held and-teachers, for the most part, graded.

payers on quantity without giving Much attention ,,to the

relevance of the ,students! responses:* Without appropriate

feebaC.k subjects' experienced much practice in generating

ideas,' but little practice in evaluating th The Purdue

Inventory presents similar pro4Lem situate, ns, bUt requires

A

, .

students.to ev/,uatealternatives. Faeo,analysis of thee r.

Inventory has demonstrated 'the large'eyaluafive.component

(Speedie, et. al., 1973).
' \

Thus , differences-between .groups did7not.appear on the

retention; test perhaps because the few evaluative skills developed

..by students and reflected in the posttest were not stable and

so9n ed.' This event can be.Upported statistically

by tile de'grees of associationiComputed for each analysis (Hays,
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1963). The amounts of .variance accounted for by the treatment

groups in each of he analses of posttest, transfer, and

retention test show 'clearly, the relationship of the types of

skills pacticed and test performance. On ,pbe transfer test,,.

which consisted af problem situations calling for multiple

answers, the degree 'of '4tssociation was'.17?;that is, approximately,

-17% of the total variance can be attributed to treatment

a

6

effect., On the other hank, on -the Posttest and retention test,

the degrees of assOciation\were .044 and .009, respectively.

The transfer test measured the exact abilities practiced during .

..the project, while the posttest and/retention tests added a new
./

coMponent: *ehe evaluation of alternative respohses.
1

Differences Between Boys and Girls

-No.differences between girls and boys were bbtained'Aign...--

the posttest.,'. but significant sex .differences ia appear on .the

trosfqr test and the retention .t4t. Differences on the transfer

test may have, been due, in part, to the high relationship

between. the tr7fer test and IQ-Verbal scores. The transfer test

calls for fluericy andpwriting skill on the partof subjects_

,

:and theise,skills. are more likely' ttporeflect'seX differences,

as do genPrAl Measures of verbal intellience. On the other

hand, differences on the retention test can perhaps be attributed

to the control group of subjects, where girls outperformed

boys by an average of four

in part, a function of the

points. This result, may have been,

of these subjects.third testing
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..1

.InCOntraSt to the. trainin ,groups, the contr61 subjects did

not l'appreciate" : the Es tlird yisit, perhaps because they ,.

were bored or annoyee..t at being teSted so frequently.
,...

Socioeconomic status and ethnic differences

On all analyses, SES difterence$ appeared. Ingeneral,

such differences probably reflect the overall' achievement level

of subjects. The Premack method or the mateviels were apparently

not powerful enough to eliminate such a large influence on

achievement. The percent of variance accounted for by the

SES factor ranged from 2;.6% 'to 14%.

In. the analyses of ethnicity, with IQ controlled via

CovarianceanalysiS, significant differences between black

students_andwhite students were present on the pretest of .problem

Similar differences were obtained at the end of

the project on the transfer test, probably due again to the

poorer pei-formance of blacks in terms of general verbal'Achieve-

met....:. However, on the. posttest and retention, test, of problem

4.

.
.

solving, no significant ethnic differences were found. Apparently,

;4 the 'exercises increased Students abilities to a. level
.

.!

qualhto that of,white. students. .Caution must be used when

ipterpreting the results -of this analysis since relatively few

.black students were)incltiided:in the present investigation

compared to the number (if white studer,:s. In addition, all of

the-black students wer from Schools classified as lower-middle
,

socioeconomic status

.;
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This final result is obviously important but iiiuSt; because

of the weakness of design in the 'present' study and lbw reliability

of the instruments used2'be investigated urther. If it can be

establisheci that the worksl,leet exercises or, perhaps more
, -

approp4at ly,.the x(egUlarity.and format of the exercises,

signifipantly contributed to 'the development of problem

solving 'bilities of non- white children;_to a level equal to

that of

en!)rmJus.

hite children, their application would certainly be

Summary

In summary, three important findings were obtained from the ..,

present project. One, the training exercises were effective

. ,in increasing subjects' ability to generate a number of alternatives

cp.pi.oblem situations and, to a lesser. extent, the ability to

.select the most appropriate solution. These retultS did not

r main.on the retention measure, however, and may reflect

th lack/of adequate evaluative feedback on the .111orthof the

ide s subjects generatedduring the project. econd, the

gam .s and freeltj,me group did not outperform the

______!groU /during the project: In fact' , the games may haveN.

resulted in subjects actually coming to resent the exercises

and /decrease. performance toWards the end of the project. \

'This phenomenon h.is briefly been described.as a "reversal" \\

of the Premack Principle, in that the more favorable activity
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come todutale the contingent goal, behavior7-work on the

materidiu-avon Mpro unfavorable. Tbis event may be particularly

britIodl it behavior molificationprinciples are applied in-.

group situations whero teachers and experimenters cannot reach

all studont on an ladIvidual basis and thub detect quickly

whon students may become di satisfied with the new procedures.
.

And, flmaly the materials appeared to increase the achieveMent

of black studont:i more than white students, even to the point

4tofiVasing significant ditferences which-previously existed

between the two grours. because of the limitations of the

design, of the' prastnt experiment, this final result, especially,

oirmust be'eitaminod 14h.lr. *.



CHLPTER V

NEW PROPoSAL

Su ;estions for Future Work'

4

The present investigation has generated three major

49

findings which, because of the limited deatgn employed, must

be studied further. The purpoSes,ofthe next- tesearch 'project

should be to establish the reliability of'the improvements
Ca

made with the materials, the'"reversal"'of the reward operation

of the free time and games in.relatiOn to the worksheets, and

'the effectiveness of thematerialswith non white 'students

To accomplish these three-Objectives, several: steps need

to be tai il4 -First, equal riUmbers of'biack and white. students

should be sampled beforehand, and these students should be

'ea

selected from several socioeconomic classes so that 'a complete,

factorial design may be employed and all main effects and the

possible_ interaction can be detected. Second, during the training

phase of the project, more attention must be directed to the

evaluative component of the materials. This may be accomplished

by additional teacher training in class .- discussions and less

overt emphasis on the number of alternatives required on each

worksheet.

In the next experiment, it will be possible ,to use

results from the present project to provide teachers with

sample responses to situations on the worksheets. This will



help teachers place more emphasis on the evaluation of

student ideas. In addition, new exercises should be created

wh ch foctscn evaluative abilities. Jar example, students

may be asked to choose between several alternatives and explain

all of his reasons for his choice. Finally, to ,provide a more

workable schedule of exercisesendrewards so that tea hers

have the time tocarefully.evaluate student:reiponses:, fewer-

re-Vie orexercises per week could be required and special

discUrsion time could be included

Another. addition to the next 'experiment should be,

inclusion of the.transfer measure on 'the. retention test and the

use,of a more equivalent retention form., The high easiness of

the original form of the Purdue Elementary Problem SOlving In

ventory perhaps masked retention .differences inothe present

study. Forms A and B were constructed'using the same. model as

the original inventOry,and 'attention was paid to item analyses

so that more difficult items were selected. A high priority

in
4
future work, however, must be to increase the reliability

of the Test forms, espe.Aally that of Forms A and B. Because

higher reliability will mean lower standard error; that is,

more reliable differences between people the effects of, the

training .materials in general and with children from specific

ethnic and socioeconomiC backgrounds can only be assessed with

confidence if the instruments possess ,,.a, high degree of accuracy.
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-s

Results of Weekly Observations

The weekly observations, made by the present investigators

made it clear that the nine teachers involved in the training

phase of the projeCt varied considerably in their class mahner

and organization. On the one hand, this variability.adds to

the external validity of the present results since, despite

non-uniform applications, of the materials or different
,

teacher styles. and persbnalities, significant results were still

obtained. On the other hand, the internal validity of 'the in-

vestigation may suffer if it can be determined that a selection

by treatment interaction has occurred (Campbell 'S Stanley, 1963).

In other words, if one treatment .appeared to yield better

results (i.e. a main, effect), this effect-may'be dUe.to

a,big increase within only one teacher's class. In the present

study, aIl.classes improved from pretest to posttest, but two

'of the training-only teachers' gained more than any other clasSes.

In future studies, nested factorial analyses could be conducted

or more.teachers could he involved to minimize the selection by

treatment interaction. If sufficient numbers of teachers are

involved, the Unit of statistical analysis -could be the class

means rather than the individual student.

The most significant finding of the weekly observation was

that such observations were extremely helpful, both- to the

teachers and to the experimenter to determine exactly how

treatments were being implemented, how inevitable questions and

problems had been solved, and to maintain1 a working relationship

between the teachers and the experimenter.. In the next experiment,

such observations should.be:.cohtinued,

C
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APPUDIX A

Gamas-bsed -in the Pnaject



Games Used as Rewards in the Free Time Periods
in the Training Project

Books

.B3

Popularity. ,

Fairy tales, mysteries, adventare Low

Peanuts Books High

Card games (Whitman)

Snap, Crazy Eights, Who's the Thief,
Animal Rummy, 'Old Maid Low

,Ch4ese Checkers

Regular. checkers

Pick-up sticks

Dominoes

Ring-toss (Indoor horseshoes)

Board games (Milton-Bradley)

Parchese, Funcky Phantom, Park and. Shop,
Picnic Treasure Hunt, Pirate and Traveler,
Hardy Boys,-Kentucky Derby

Jigsaw puzzles

Water colors

Chess

Magnetic dart game

011oPosoa*."

High',

High

Low

Low.

High

Low

Low

High

High

High
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APPENDIX B

Teachers, their school and its socio= economic j classification,

and treatment group to which they b long
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Teachers, their school and its socioeconomic classification
and treatment group to which they belong

Teacher

Mr. Boyland

Mrs. Miller

Ms. Staley

1 Mrs. Slaughter

Mr. Martin

1 Mrs. Bus sand

(

Ms. Welch*

Mrs. Knapp*

Mr. Troyer*

Ms. Riggs

Mrs. K4uffmann*

Mrs. Coe

Mr. Miller

Ms. Krempee

Mrs: Mile

Mrs. Ropk

.7

School.

Riverview

Riverview

Riverview

Riverview

Osolo

Osolo

Roosevelt

Roosevelt

Roosevelt

Rice

Linooln

Mary reeser

Mary reeser

I'Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland

SES

Upper-middle

Upper-middle

Upper-middle

Upper-middle

Middle

Middle

Lower-middle

Lower-middle

Lower-middle

Lower-middle

Lower-addle

Middle

Middle

Middle.

Middle

Middle

Group

Trial-run

Trial-run

Trial-run

Trial-run

Games

Games

Games

Games

Games.

No games

No games

Contra--

Contrbl

Control

Control

*Their classes contained black students; all other classes
had no black students.

O

a,

ta.
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Test forms and Scripts for the pretest (A), posttest (B),

retention test (Original InventOry) and the

transfer test
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1. A. The boy would rather watch cartoons.

2.

B. The boy's favorite football team is losing.

C.- The boti..father won't play with him.

The boy is crying because he fell and dioPped his boat.

B. He is crying because hisboat floated away.

Co He is crying because he doesn't know where his boat is going.

A. The boy sees something that frightens him.

B. The bear will bock down the tent.

C. The boy is afkid the bear will eat his' fish.

oP

4. A. This boy is Oaydreaming in class.

B. He has a lot of jobs he must do.

C. He is doing, too many things,

5: A. There_ia.no .place to put the table.

B. The table is too big for the door.

C. The. table is turned the wrong way.

. yes

. No.

C. Dori t know .

A. Yes

B. NO

C. Don't knOW'

PAGE 1 A

4



a It

B. No

C. Don't know,

A. Why are the b s crying ?.

B. Why are they pulling on the tree?

C. Is the dog a watchdog?

10. ,A. Are they planting the tree?

Why is the girl running toward the boys?

C. Is the small boy her brother?

11. A. Whose dog is it?

B. Did the girl come out of the house?

,C. Why is the dog barking?

12.. Has the bus come yet?

B. How much money do you have?

C. Is it too far to walk home ?.

13. A. When was the baby-fa/

B. Does he like the rattle?

C. How long has he been crying?'

1!+. A. It was the white car's turn to go.

B. The blaok car slid on the ice.

C. The black car was driving too fast.

PAGE 2 A



15. A. He forgot to do his homework..

13 He can't think of anything to do.

C. His schoolwork is' too hard.

1

15. A.I His.brother has the comics.

He can't find

He read something bad in-the paper./...
17. A. What street is the A & P store on?

B. What is the A & P store near?. .

C. How far is it to the A'& P store?

.1 . A.- Should we use pencil or pen?,

B. Should the paper be long or short?

C. When is the:paper due?

, s

1Q. A. Who has had the doll more?

B. Do both girls have dolls?

C. What else is there to play.w

The shirt.

B. The tie.

C. The shoes.

IP 1



. The tie.
tl

B. The. shoes.

The pants.

22..
'ek

As a treat for his dog.

As the elld of a rocket ship.

s soniething to hold cat:itin.

23. A. The table.

The umbrella.

C. Thg .eebinet drawers. 7k,

24. .A. He might get wet and catch old.

B. He might lean tdo far forward.

C. He might rip his kfie. .

"4.

0,..t.41' .

. A. He might- drop the bulb 4,7

He might slip.

a,

26. A. 'The windowsiwill break.
i I

B. Water won't eyme,out of the faudets.

C. Winter will be very long.

27. A.

B.

C.

7

Someone will buy them real instruments. ry

Someone may ome and tell them to leave.

Other children will join them.

E.



1

28. A. Take it to a garage. /

B. gold 'it .udder water/In the tub.'

.C. TVy to float it in the tub.

1

2 Run up the stairs. .#.

Throw dheaVy.box o \\the stairs.

C. Hammer scme more nails in the stairs.

30.. The neighbor's haiUs.e.

. .31..

4,

32. A. ' How thick the ..ce is.

How, deep the ,snow is.

C. The window next to the door.

What is ,lying the floor? ;

. Why is the dog barking.

Where will te-set the b86V n the shel ?

Where the hale in the ice is.

T.
. How strong tlhe board is.

33. A. What color the should paint the hoUse.

. Whether the dog, will.like the house.

2

. Whether they should change the house.'''-.

34. A. .Put ,a bucket under the leak:.

B. Put. on their rainhats..

.Hold an umbrella above their heads.

PAGE 5

f
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0

35. A. Get. more string for the kite.

B. Run faster. ,

37.

Put a tail on the kite.

A. Turn on "he 'record 'player.

B. Move to anotbier room.

.

tell out the window. 11)

. -Use only One color of paint. ,

. Put newspaper on top of the_table.

C. Wash hp brushes when s done.

. A. In e le of the, room.

B. In boxes.under the bled.

C. In somebody's else's room.

40

39. A. ,Get some water from the lake..

B. Wait for help.

C. Start walking to a gas station.

40. A. Empty, out drt6ers

B., Carry it up .just like it

C. Carry' the drawei7s uR first:
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PP EST FORM A

Scri t

Pall°, boys and girls. W are g lag io do something today we

g to show you some dartoonthink\ you will enjoy. Welare goi

pictu.pes like this one onfthe scren. (Show

you a \picture, we want yo

can an!wer questions abo t

72an your booklets to th f

to look

the pictu\oe

irst page.\

.ncxt tq number ),. Here is the next p

.f.s an example we can al do together.

N problem in this picture? You circle t
, .

you 'ink is best..
i

slide) When we show

it closely, so that you

. (PAUSE).

Look at the three answers

cture (show, slide). This

What do you think is the

e letter of the andwer

The boy would rather watch paTons,

,B. The boy's, favorite lootballte in is losing.
, . ,

C. Thetoy'S fatI,Jr won't play wit4
\

hini

Circle the letter in front of the answer\ you ant (PAUSE 7sec)

:.-This time IJm.goingtotell'you the righ .answer. A -is right..

. r2h2 boy WouldraperArwatch cartoons:'. ,(1) USE).
1.

t;%1'wil do soMeilinore,bUt I will not tell,you.the answer

-c4th tIme. You.tircle-the letter of the iiiiiiVer.you want.
;1

P2ra it number 2._ (show slide), What is the problem here?

r

A. The boy is crying because he fell and dropped his boat.

B. He is crying because his boat floated away.

C. He is crying becausle he doesn't know here his boat is going.
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Circle the letter in frant of the ansuer that you think tells

what the problem is. (PAUSE T sec.)

Number 3. (Shoal slide) What is the problem it lihis picture?

A. The boy sees soiething that frightens him.

B. The be will knock down the tent.

C. The by is afraid the be will eat his fish.

(PAUSE 7 vac.)

Number 4. (Show slide) What is the gale m in this picture?

A. This boy is daydreaming I (class.

B. He has a lot of iobs he vust do,

C. He is doing too many things.

(MUSE 7 sec.)

Number S. (Show slide) What is the

A. There is n6 plaoe to put the table.

B. The-table is o' big for the door.

C. The table is turned the wont war.

(PAUSE 7 seQ,1

em in this picture?

f.

IP.

OK here is number $, (Show- sIi4e)411stenoarefulIy.

These kids have to plan a partv fwgalloween. Their

problem ie that they-qvthave %%lite a tlitoll sioneithey tietd

the towhees perrmission% as the pa rty wqst be 114141 do a day
t

when l'iore Ore 0her lag events. rher.fima out that they

have the.mone, and Octc/orMrth, is a cop4 day. Db they have

enough informatioa,to se ahead plaanicv.thkt part0: .

1

L.
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Circle A if you think:they have enough information; circle

0 B if you think they'do 'iot have enough.information,.or circle C

tt.

,

if you don't know or aren't sure if they have enough iriformation.

(PAUSE 7 se,c.)
6.

Number 7. (Show slide). Listen carefully

This boy wants-to-get-rid of -some-mwspapero. He decides

to take them fo.the city dump in his wagon. He knows that the

city dump is ten blocks north of his house and that' .it will

take him two trips in his wagon., Does he know everything he

needs to know to take the papers to the dump? Circle the

letter you want.

(PAUSE' 7, sec.)

Now turn to page 2.

Number 8. (Show slide). Listeh cavpfullSt.

These children have decided 'to get a dog as a mascot for

their club. They have enough MonLy and they have' :their parents'.

permission. -Do they have to talk about anything else beforti,

they get the dog? Circle the letter you want.

(PAUSE 7 sec.).

Here is a different kind of problem (show slide). am going to

ask you to pick the best question to ask to find out what is,

\\

what is going on ?'

g9ng on in the picture, Here is nukber 9. Look closely at the

picture.

Which of these: questions would be best to ask to find but
\

'

I .1 4

=....+1110m4aBilM.....1111A.

to.
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Why ore the boys crying?

B. Why arc they pulling on the tree?

C. Ig the dog a watchdog?

(PAUSE 5 sec)

:!umlar 10.. (Same slicit.;)

Here are 3 more questions about the same pictUre. Which one

.1*

would be best` to v

B.

A. A:1 they Planting ,the tree?

lqny is the girl running toward the boys?

C. Is thc small boy her brother?

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

Number 11 . Pere are 'three more questions. Pick the best one

to as!-..

A. flwse deg is it?
0.

B. Did the girl come out of the, house?

C. Why is the'd6g barking?
' 0

(PATT 6 'ec..)

..,...411..... .11,/:.......*

a
a.

y Number 12. (S'iow slIsde) Here is a new picture.

a

'Vhioh of these questions would be the best to ask fthi boy so

we can figure out What, hi6 problem is?

A. Has Oe bus come jet?

B. :10:4 much money do you have.

C. IF, it too ;far to walk home?

(PAttE 5 sec)



mber .13 (Show slide) Here is another picture.

This girl wants her baby brother to stop crying. What'

would be the best questioi for her to ask her Mother if she

wanted'tO find out what is wrong?

A. When was ihe baby fed?

B. Does he like the rattle ?.

C. How long has he been crying.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

79

Now I am going to ask you to'figure.out the causes of the trouble.

Here is number 14. tShow

smaihup..

slide) These cars have just had a

WhiChbf these three choices is the best guess Of the cause of

the accident?

A. It was: the white. car's turn to go.
. .

\

B. The black Car slid, on the ice.
.,,

1 ........ ,
.. . .

.

11

C. The black car was driving too fast.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

Now turn to ,page 3.
, 1

Number 15. (Show slide)

This boy. looks upset. What is probably the matter with him?

A. He forgot to do his homework.

B. He can't think of anything to do.

C. His school work is too hard.

(PAUSE 5 s.ec.)4°
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Number 16. (Show slide) °

This boy is sad. What is the most likely cause?

A. His brother has the comics.

B. He can't find a job.

C. He read something bad ;in the paper.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

Nimlbe:12111_ -Aow q am going to ask_you_ta...pi.gkAMP questions to

ask again. ,Look.at this next-:pictureAshoWslid0.

Imagine elyourdelf at the corner of *lain.and-Oak streets.

You want to get to the A E P-storP. W!at do you, need to know

to get there? .Which of these-three qu stions 'would be,. best for

1.71,

you_to ask to find out how to get to tie A & P?

A. What street is the A & 1) stove on?
a

B. What-isthe A & P store near?

C. How far is it to tht A & P store?
6.-

( PAUSE 5 sec.)

Number 18 Here is a new picture.
'1

Imagine yourself as a stude,nt in *this class. You have bden

asked.to write a paper 'About the class trip to the-zoo. :What

question should you ask?-

A. Should we use pencil or .pen?.

B. Should the paper be long or short?'

C. When is the paper due?

(PAUSE 5 sec.) Y.

I.

att,t
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41.

Numbar 19
trig'-'"'

81

These girls are :arguing; over wtiO should play with the doll

first. I they. wanted to solve the argument what should they

talk abo t.
A. Who has had the doll more.?

,

B. _ Do bath girls-have dolls?
1 )

C. iWhat else is there to play with?

(MOSE 5 sec.)

.........

Here are 'some different'probiems. Number 20.'(show slide) .

This girl-i§ making a doll out of old clothes and things

'she has found. What

for the doll?

A. The shirt

can she use or use part of, to make a face.

O

B. The tie

,C. The shoes

(PAVE 5. sec.)

f.

O

Now turn to page 4.

Nunber 21. (same slide)

What could she use, or use part or, to tie the doll's hair into

two pigtai?

A. The tie

B. . The shoes

C. The pants

(PAUSE .5 seconds)'

0
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Number 22-. Here is a new picture (show slide)/

One of these children has dropped his ice, cream. Wkiat. is

-the wier-dest way he could use the empty cone?

A. As a treat for his dog.

B. As the end of a rocket sop.

C. As something to hold candy in.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

immirqz#NOmmilliapteealliMIMMAIMID

Number 23. (show slide)

This boy can't reach the ..cookie jar. Which of these .thi/gs

'could he use to

A. Table

B. Umbel -1a

C. Cabinet drawers

NAUSt 5 sec.)

get some cookies?

Here IS the next picture. ,Number 24 CShowslide)

This boy is trying to get his kite down. What might happen?

AP

A. He might get wet and catch, cold.

B. He
,

might lean to far forward.
.

C. He might rip his

: (PAUSE 5 sec.)

Number 20.. (show slide)

This boy is going to stand on the"chair to change, the light

bulb. What might happen?

A. He might drop the bulb

B. He' miiLht sl

C. He might ge, a mock

(PAUSE 5 seconds)



Number 26 (show slide)

83

The furnace went out in this boy's house and it is getting

cold. What,might happen if the furnace isn't fixed and his hlse

)
stays cold?

A. The windows will break

B. Water won't come out of the faucets

C. 'Winter will be very long

(PAUSE 5 sc.)

Number 27 ,(show slide)

These:boys'are trying to make music by banging on same

trash cans.. What might happen?
.

_

A. Someone will buy them, real instruments.
\

B. Someone may come and tell them to leave

C. Other children will.join,them

(PAUSE 5 seconds)

Now turn to page 5.

Number 28 (show slide)

This boy wants to blow up his inner'tubel but he think6

it has a hole in it. How could he check to see if it has a hole?'

A. Take it to a garage.

Hold.it under water in the tub

C. Try to float it in the tub

'(PAUSE 5 sec.)

6

r

e

O
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Number 2;Nshow

Thesebos. are exploring an 61d house. One .boy testing

the 'stairs to.see if they are still strong... How else could he

test the stairs?

A. Run up the stairs.

-p. Throw a heavy box on the stairs.

C.

(PAUSE 5 sec.) .

HaMmer some more nails in the stairs

Number 30. Here is a different problem (show slide)
4 ,

This boy came home after playing `to find no one home and the

door locked. What should'ile be sure to n ice?

A. The neighbor's house

B. How deep' the snow is

C. The wind next to the door.

(PAusp 5' sec.)

.

Number .31 (show slide)
0

This boy wants to.gpt the books

_

on the shelvep. Whit- should

; he be sure to notice dr-think about. Pi& thni most important 1

from these three.

A. What, is lying on, the: flop:0
0

5. Why is the dog barking?

C. Where will'he.,set the books
A

(PAIISE,"S'sec.)

5,
6 1.7

on the thhelf?

!1,

a



Number 32 (show, slide)

85

This boy is tryina to get his cap back.: What should- he be
t

sure to notice' or think above? '.,"''

A. How thick 1-the. lide iS.

B.: Where the hole in the ice is

C. How strong the board is.
(PAUSE. 5 sec.)

,

Number' 33 (shoid side)
/

1'

Thetei=bbys have built doghouse What should they think .

__"about now? ; lA

A. What ciolor,they should paint the house,. [ ________

B. Whether th6- dog-will like the, house,

C.. Whether thy should chartge. the house.

(PAUSE 5 sec) 4

-,/Number, 34 (shiw slide)

These children have noticed leak in the roof. 'What
4.

.shoulcilthey .do to keep everything .fom getting wt?

A. Put-., a budket, under the leak.

B. Put on their: rainhats.

C. Hold umbyella above their heads.

i.

. Now turn to pkge 6.

z

Number -15 (sh-CV slide)

This boy and' girl carOt get' t
4

they dcf-to get'it to fly?
A. 'Get more ;Tiring. forfqt

B. R4n fIster.

C. Puta tail on the kite.

eir kite to fly. What could

a

(iAzu 6 410.).

4 W



Number 36

This boy has to do his homewdrk but is bothered bkthe

noise ,outside his. window. -What shquld he, do?

A." Turn on the 'record player.

B. Move to another room.
) .

C. Yell out,thevindow.
-

(PAUSE 5,sec..)
q--

lumber 7 (show
- .

. ,

ThiiS boy pis going to paint ni new model. What should he

do/Alow t4.mAke'it 46ier to Cipn'' tiA?:ater
'

Use only one color.of paint. "

Put newspaper on top of 'the tall

Wash his brushe
#

(PAUSE 5. sec.)

n he's done-0,
.1 .

Numbe 38 (show 'slide)
,),

This girl's rpot iv-very crowded. She needs some more room

P,

I .1

to store thlngs. Where should she put them?
;

the: Mi/ddle of. the'room.

B. boxesl'under the bed

C. .In sonieody else"s. i6om
.

(PAUSE 5 s0.)

-1

Number 39 (show slide)
,

This family's car hastovheated.
N P

thing fOt thepitc; do npw7

A. some Vat.ei, 'from: the -.take

fit

B. Wait for help

C./ Start 'Waling to a gas station.

What Would be the pest.



0

.4$ 87

Number 40.(shcu slide)

These boys have to move the dresser upstairs.

best way ,for them to do it.

A. Empty out the drawervi

B. Carry it up just like it is.

C. *Carry the drawers 4,first.

(PAUSE 5 sec.).

.

Now turn to pag Now .I am-goingto,psk you to tel me 41 you
. ,

think there is as probieminthe picture. All ypubha.Ve,told6 it

mark yet:if you .think there isi.a:problem no i you thinlethere.
' I

:is no problem, or you &an mark "don't knpw" if you are not sure.

Here is number 41.. Is there a Problem here. .Mark yes,

noo or don't knOw. (PAUSE 5 sec.)

NuMber 42,
/

Is there )a problem here? Circl the letter you want.

(PAUSE 5 sec.).

Number 43. (shoW slide) Ie there a oroblem herp? tec;)

Number 44. (show slide) Is the're a problem here? (PAUSE 5 .sec.)

Number 45 (show slide) Is there a problem here? (PAUSE !S sec.)

0



Posttest (Form 13) and Transfer Tes.t

Script

88

Hello, boys aha-giTls._. ie are going to dO something today

we
)

think you will enjoy. Ye are rrbing to show you some pi,ctures

like this one on the screen,- ;:hen w show you a picture, we

want you to look at. it closely, so that you can answer questions'.

about-the picture. (PAUSE)

.4 Open your booklets to the,, first 'page. Letts do one together

as an example, Look at the three choice:; next to number one.

Here is the next picture (show slide). ',.'hat do you think is the

problem in this picture.

A. The cat was lost

B. The mother does not want the cat
tet ISOS\1°

C. The cat ran &lay.,

Put a circle aroundthe'letter of the .:,nsrger. you think tells et.

the problem is. (PAUSE 7 set.) .

OK, this time I'm going to tell you the correct answer. B is

correct. it looks as.though the girl's mOther doesn't want the

cat.

jiOw youcan do 'the rest,-on your own. I will not tell-you

the answers, each-time.

au OW 1i-4

Look dlosey at this pictur. at is the

problem

A. 'ihe boy broke the dogs rope.

B. The boy thinks iris doi:; has run away.

C. The dog might knock over the garbage can.

(PAUSE, 7 sec.)



'Number 3. at is the problem here?

A. "The girI-igwondering.how, to play the game.

B.. The girl wonders what site should do nekt.

C. 'The pj.rl wonder13 'if §:fie is missing a playing

(PAUSL, 7 sec,) `

........

jumber 4. )hat is te problem here?

A. It-is cold in the room.

b. it, is cold outside.

C. The boy is frightened.

(PAUSL 7 sec.).

Number 5. 'hat is the prqblem here?

A. The boy is writing a story about baseball.

b. He has to do his homework.

C. He doesn't see his friends.

(PAUSE 7 sec.)

..

,

jumber..6. .LIsten-carefualy.

This boy wants to build a mOdql airplane. He knows that

he needs a razorbladelue, Laikeandyellow gaihtl-and-a'ruier.

he gets afrazor-blade from his father,.a ruler from his deskand

glue from the. basement, Dbes he have everytinz he needs? Circle

'Ah.for yes, 'b' for No, or hC" for Don't kndw.

/PAUSL 7,sec.)



NuMber 7. Listen 'carefully again, mere is a. different picture.
..,

(show slide).

these kid were out playinr, and found cone: eupty purses,

an empty jewelry box, 4nd three spoons. 'it-iere \las a house,

near6y,i .1)p they have enough infor.matioh to call the .police and

'say that sor..eorie robbed the house.

A.. Yeci

B. No'''

C. Do-r1-1 t know

(!"ALAS:;

Now turn-to page-2,;

Number 8. (show slide). Listen carefully.'
_

The teacher. wants. these_kj,ds to write a report on their

trip' to the fart.:. One boy knout; that the farm,-waiiieetr Chicago,

they took a bus to,-:get there 'and they' saw some cows .and chickens.

Does he know everythirig he needs to write the report?

A. Yes

B.

Doh't know

(PAUSE 7 sec.) ..

O

4

NoW we are .going_ to do somethinp different .1 want you to choose

the best question to ask to ne114 you fip,ure out what is going

on in the picture. . hure is numer 0. (-show slide)

Uhicn one of these: questions could be the best one to ask'if

we want to figure out what is doing on?

Una put the bench where it is?

B. :rly is the woman scolding the boys?

C. Those books are on the floor?

(PAUSL 5 sec.)



Number 10. (same slide)

Which ;one of these questions would be best for ou to ask?

A. Were the'3 boys mean to the small boy?

B. Who put the books on ,the floor?

C. What did the :small boy, CO?

(PAUSE.'5' sec.)

Aumber fe is 'another picture. (show slide)

These two boys seem to fighting. that would be the best

question to ask to find out what is going on?

A. Are the two boys friends.

'Why is the ot:ic.q- itaItding

C. Why did the two boys betin to fight?

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

number (show slide)

This boy looks arThry. If we ,wanted to. find out: what

happened, what would be the best question to ask'?

A. Did the dog run away?

b. Where has he been?

C. fihere E.,r6.1 they going?

(PAU81.. 5 sec.)

NOw I am going to ask you to try to figure out the causes of the

problem. Here is number 13. (show.slide) ThE.Je.-.cars just had a

smashup.



2

What is the :most likely. cause of the accident?

A. The Track car slid on ice.'

b. The ,white car was going too fast-.

P.

411,'

The sun blinded the driver of the black car.

(PAUSE, 5 sec,. )

Number.14.

This boy has just dropped his iee-e-re-a-m- scoop. -Whatlamost

likely the cause?

....enseme

A. Sveone bumped the joy.

B. rhe scoop slipped off the con,4V1
.

The ice cream was melting.

(PAUSE S sec.)

Now turn to page 3.

Number 15. (show slide)

This hammers broke while hitting, a- nia.i..3.--Wiaatma4 likely

the cause.

A. The hammer was/too old.

B. , The wood was too hard.

C. The nail was too big.

(PAUSE 5 sec.).

min.S.1111.9.1110
0

-aumber 16 (show slide)

Imagine that you wanted to se the inner. tube :shown in this

picture. What do you.need to .

ky ow before you can use it?

A. How much air does the, tire hold?

B. Is there an air pump earby?

C. Doe,, the tire neeo p tching?

7(PAUSE .5 sec.)



Number 17. (show slide)
98

These kids are on a,committee. The committee must give a

report about the Indian Geronimo. Which one of these questions .

should they,ask the teacher to be sure they know what to do?

A. Can we go to the library?

B. bid Geronimo fight general Custer?

C. how long should the report be?,

(PAUSE 5-sec.)

Now we are going to do something different

.next picture. Number 18. (6how slide)

This familyys car has overheated. There is

What could they use, to carry water to the car?

again.- Look at the---

A.. A newspaper.

B. A shoe.

C. Their hands.

1PAUSE sec.)

a

4

a imnii nearby.

Number 19. (show slide)

This boy can't reach the cokie jar: Which of these things

could he use to. get some cookies?

A. The table

B. The umbrella

C. The cabinet drawers.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

Number ?0, (show slide)

This boy went down to the basement to play. He decided to

make a play town out of some things he found there. He wanted to



.
94

.

pretenC town c.iat A flying tUcer had

landed in it.

station to dee

jail cell?

'---

1`,t2 imagined that the police ran out of the police

what had landd. 'rfhat thing could he use for a.

A. The window

B. The lock

C. The bird cage

(PAUSE 5 sec,)

Number 21. (small slide)

Before the police could get to the saucer, the boy imagined

it took off.,; flying past a tall building and up toward the sun.

What .could he use for the tall building?

A. The t,bookcase

.ThP INC rd c

C. The--dott-houe.

MUSE 5 sec.)

. . - kk 4.,.
I

ifiroe'..4.VE

Now turn to page 4.

Number 22 (same slide)

A. The mirror

B. Ihe lamps-I-fade

C. % record

(PAUSE 5 sec.)
9

What could the boy use for the sun?

Now, here are some. different problems. LUmber-23. (show slide)

If no one remembers to take this pep off the stove, what will

probably be the first thing to happen?

A. A fire 14.111start.

B, The. bottle willbreak.

'C'e--Ihe. water will boil over.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

1.1
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A 95

Whaewill happen.' if the girl in this picture mixes the two

bottles of paint togetner?

A. She will get a vittrqcolor.

134 She 14111 probably spill it.

Some of the paint will cry up.

(PAU-n-J5 sec.)

Number 25. (show slide)

This boy wants to stop water from running out; of the hbze:

What will happen' if he puts4the rock on the hose?

A, The. hose will break

B. The rock will not .stay on the. hose

.>
C. The water will stop coming out,

(PA* 5 sec)

Number 26. (show slide)

This girl-has decided to give her pet cat to a friend.

What should her .friend do before taking the cat?

A. buy some food for the cat

B. make friends with the cat

C. ask,her mother if she may keep the cat

(PAUSE 5 Sec.)\

Number 27 (show slide)_

This girl is finishing a test in school. She ,has time left

over. What should she do?

Go over her work again.

R,____Ask the teacher what to do.

C. Copy her answers over.

(PAUSE 411sec.)

A.. "Wawa
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Number (show slidb)

These two kids haye just: oujlt some Coke and a toy in
t. r,

tist'storp. What' shoulocrthey'do before they go home?

A. Put -1f,ile change in a pocket.

B. Be sure the change is Correct

C. See. if ,they like the toy

(PAUSE ,5 secj

Now turn to page 5.

C

000.14143:11\°.

Number 29 (show slidl

This boy and girl arefing.a leak the roof. How, could.

they check to see if thd-r-e are any other Leaks?

N :

,

-A:. ut bucikiets, tinde4k

Hold their haffds out for drips-

Look for water on the ceiling

sec.)

Aumber 30 (show slide)

Thete boys are:, going.....into an. old abandoned houSe: What

should: they watch out for?

A, The stairs might;break,down.

There-may be lots of junk lying around.

C. Someonetmight come 'and chase them away.

.(PAUSE 5:Sec.)

Number 31 (show slide)

This boy wants to put a poster up in his room. What should

he be sure to think about?

A. Whether somebody is

B. Whether the nails are big enougn.

C. Whether the nails will hurt the wall.

{PAUSE 5 see.)



Number X3,2 (show-slide)

,
If.yOut,,waenieed stO put some more boxda- on these 'shelves what.

is the -first, thing that you should noticp.`or think, abo4t?.

.A.. How heavy the boxes

B. How weak the second -strelf is.
/

C. ,
Will everything fit on the she'lvet.

(PAUSE 5 sec. )

17-u1i tr-3-3. (show slide)
47

1 . 7.

.aor
V

Whatshou-l-d these boys be' sure to notice or ,think about?

A. -,The *kite is no good because it is torn.'
, .

B. The 1.4.4der' ia too far from ,the. tree.

it laddenos t dnikti

(PAUSE '5 sec. )

C

;dumber 314. tshow slide)

PS-

Ih this picture a windov; pane is broken. VII4t could:ihe boy
a

do to stop the' cold air, from coming in?
0 N.-..'st ..

A. Put cardboard over the window..

B Pull- the curtains Shut.

C . Build a fire in the fireplace.

(PAUSE 5 sec.. )

Number 35 (show slide)

These boys are out camping and want to build a campfire.,

What coind tfie-y do to keep it from spreading?

A. Pile dirt around the fire.

B. Keep a bucket- of water nearby.
A

C. Put rocks on the fire.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)
_

Now ttirn to page; 6.



;

0

*plumper p36. (shOw slide)

It is sumn,rtimc.- And this boy wants to go fishing early iii
1.

e morning. ',flat could-he do-to keepl.from'sideTang too- long?

A4 Uai for a rooster to crow

C. eave his windowshade u

(PAUSE sec.)

B. T y to wake ull; carly

Num 3,7 (show.. slrote)
.

,

This boy is tryinf tp pt -the morkraen outz.2:46-
ki.." '4-.4 W tt - e -s;

ogOiftdmmOVA.M.

___ _

aking. too much no4e. .What would be the weidett way for him to 0

"
so/ve.his problem?

A. Move to another room.
411.

B. Turn on the record player.

C. Wait until the workmen stop.

(PAUSE 5 see.)

---44umbef TS (show slide)

What would be the best, way for these boys to get the' .hat?

just like they -are in the picture.-

B. .kry to push the 'hat closer using the board.

C. Tell the dog to ?et the hat.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)
U

rs

Number (show' slide)

This boy needs some money to buy a'bicycle. -What mould be the

best thing for him to do?

A. Try to sell his wagon.

B. Try to sell the papers to a junkman.

C. Try to, get a job as,a paper boy.

(PAUSE 5 sec.)

,



Number 40 (show. sl. )

This boy wants to take the bus 'Tiome but he

99

oesn t have the

exact change for the bust driver. What should he a

Fit

A. . Take a taxicab.

B."Go to .a store( for change.

C. Call home

(PAUSE 5 sec.).

......-/,

Now I'M goin as you to tel e if you think there is a
0. qf Ai. < * 11.4 64

' 4fi
, . !J,. it* '.2"T:cver1 43.1;, a .

. ex r

0
problem the pis ure. took at_th-iS next picture (show slide).

If you tj ink there ro em, circle "A" tor 'yes". If you

think there is ne probletk, circle, "B" for "No". If-, you. are riot

sure Girdle "C" fpir \"Doril t"-ulow.l. Go- ahead. Thit is nvnber.
7

itl.kboy hitting ball. (PAUSE 5 sec.)

Number, 42.,, (show slide) Is, therd a problem here? (PAUSE 5 sec..)

9

Number 41-.--(shol4 slide) Is there a prablem -hei-cel (PAUSE 5 sec.)

Numbery44'..
(shOw slide) .Is there a problem here? (PAUSE 5 sec.)

Now turn'to page 7. 1/4,

Number i45 . (show slide) Is there a problem here? (PAUSE 5 sec.)

rlow. turn t'o the next ipag6' I like you to think. of as

many was to solve this problem as you can. Don't wkry about

hoii to spell a OorsI... Listed :to thei problem as I readJit and then

try to, think of \a lot of "different things you could do to solve it.

You will have .6 min.

PAUSE 6 min.

Now turn to the last page. .

here is the last problem. Try to

think JO- a lot of different answers. Listen carefully -while. I

read it. You will have 6 more, minutes.





The cat wa.s..,1o.st.

B. 'The mother does 'not want the. cat._

C. The cat ran away,

B:. The boy thinks his, dog has run away.

C. The'dor, might knock over the garbage can.

..44 The girl. 3.5 'wonderipg how to play the game-.

B. The girl Wonders what she shOulddo next.

,1

C. The girl wonders if' she is missing_a playing_glece.
. .

4.. A. It' .s cold in the room.

C. It is cold Outside.

C. The boy is frightened.'

5. A. The boy ..is writing ;a story about baseball.

B. He has to do his homework.

C. 'He doesn't see hiq friends.

A. Yes..

B.. No

C. Don't know

A. Yes

B. No.

C. Don",t, know

e

A

PAGE 1



8. A. 'Ye6

B. No

C. Don't know

A. Who put the bench where it is?

B. Why is the woman scolding the boys?

C. 'Whose books are on the floor?

e

10. A. Were the 3 boys mean to the small boy?

B. Who put the books on the floor?

C. what did the, small boy do?

11. A. Are the 3 boys friends?

B. Why is the other boy standing there?

C. Why did the two boys begin to fight?

12 A: Did the dog run away?

B. Where has the dog been?

C. Where are they going?

13. The black car slid on the ice.

B. The white car was going too fist.

C. The sun blinded the driver of the black car.o

14. A. Someone bumped the boy.

B. The scoop slipped off the cone.

C. The ice cream was melting.

woorom.1.....as.are.s

PAGE 2



13. A. The hammer was too old.

B. The wood was too hard.

C. The nail was too big.

apowomm.

16. A- How much air does the tire hold ?.

B. Is there an air pump nearby?

C.Does,the tire need patching?

17'. A. Can we go to the. library?

B. Did Geronimo fight Gereral Custer?

C.'How long should the report be?

18. A. A newspaper.
't

B. A shoe.

Their hands.

19. A. The table.

B. The umbrella.

The cabinet drawers.

20. A. The window.

B; The locks. w.

The bird cage.

21. A. The bookcase.

B. The record playpr.

The doll house.

PAGE 3



22.. A. The mirror.

Y. The-lampshade.

A record.

23. A. A fire will start.

B. The bottle will break.

The water will boil over.

,24. A. She will get a pink color.

B. She will probably spill it.

C. Some of the paint will dry up.

A; The hose will break,

B. The rock `will not stay on the hose.
.

The water will, stop coming out

26. A. Buy some foo for the cat.
0 .

Make friends with the cat,

Ask her mother if she may keep the cat.

27. A. Go over her work again.-

B. Ask the teacher what to do.

C. Copy her answers over.

28. A. Put the change in a pocket.

B. Be sure the change is correct.

C. See if they like the toy.

PAGE 4



29. A. Put buckets under the, leaks.

B. Hold their MIAs out for drips.

C. Look for wter on the ceiling.

30. A. The stairs might break down.

-B. There may be lots of junk lying around.

C. Someone might cane and ailas them away.

warsawmnaletWimileallegnifffle.Vmdfiereiab

31. A. Whether somebody is sleeping.

B. Whether the riails are big enough.

C. Whether, the nails will hurt the wall.

32. A. How heavy the boxes are.

B. How weak .the second shelf is

C. Wi4,1 everything' fit on the shelves.

33. A. The ,kite is no good because it is torn.

B. The ladder is too far from the tree.

C. The ladder is not tall enough.
14110MOMOMMiiiily...lh.MAIIM

34. A. Put cardboard over the window.
47, ....

B. Pull the curtains shut.

C. Build-a-fire in the fireplace.

35. A. Pile dirt around the fire.

B. Keep a bucket.of water nearby.

Put rocks on the fire.'
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36. A. Wait for a rooste

B. Try to wake up ear

Leave his windowsha

37. A. Move to another room.

S. Turn on the record pla

C. Wait until the workmen

38. A. _Do just like they are in the picture.

B. Try to pu3h the hat closer using the'board.

C. Tell the dog to get the hat.

39. A. Try to sell his wagon. . .
.

the. papers to .a junkman.

C . Try to_get_a job as a caper boy.

40. A. Take a,taxicab.

B. Go to a store for change.

Call home.

wiMMIIMMAIMINI.1670.

A. Yes

B. No
.,

C..'"non"t

42. Yes

B. No

Don't know
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Z3.' A. Yes

B. No

Don't knov

Yes 's

B. No

C. Don't know

45. A. Yes

B. No

Don't know
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I don't enjoy solving problems when I'm not sure
of the right answer.

I like to try to think of a lot of different
answers to a problem.

MyNideas about solving problems are not as
good as the ideas some other children have.

4. I enjoy trying to. solve prOblems like the ones
ho.1

It is easy, for pe to understand these problems.

6. Other children seemed
problems better than

rst and soke of the

7 ....P.Vaer myr ap-know. more than do
about to go about solving. problems.

I would 1:ke to w-,.rk .on solving some. more very
hard probs.

Other Children :_'.^ 3w more about the problems we
were44o7?king on-,than I do.

10. I don't 14.1,e to rave to think of more_ than one
good anm-:r to a'problem.

11. I'm just not as gtpd 8,6 others i.n my class at
'solving preb1en.1.- like these.

12. I ofteff wil211 :cnew how other children have
answe:.od a p -J1em.

13 Compared to others in my class, I get a lot of
good i.eas about how to solve. problems.

14. Knowing hc-7 to solve these problems is not-very
important TOF-soneone like one.

If alma.. everyone knew the answer to a problem.
'xcept I wculd be ready to give up and have

m tell me the answer.

16. I .am sclving problems than most of my
ciassmas.

17. I have trcub e mderstanding some of these
problem;.,

18. The answers other ildren gave for some of the
problems were probab better than my answers.

YES- MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

,YR1§--MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE lirf

YES MAYBE NO

,YES, MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES. MAYBE NO

YES,, MAYBE, NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE WO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

YES MAYBE NO

al



Elatinati9E. THE. PLAYGROUND

Not many, schools have enough pkayground equipment for all
-the children to unc, during recess. As a result, sometmes
children will with each, other about using things.

.List ways.yau can;think-af for solving this prob-

.14



LIFE Ax SCHOOL

We're _sure .,1-).a you know that pupils in school get rest-
less --once in Sitting at onc '6' desk for many hours
each day can c..ict uncomfortable,.

Just suppos,c that ' coule, chanoc school, st that you
woad be -able tO ar0, be more but still
learn everythinc; ,that 17/au shoule.;.

Think up all .the 'ways you can, to. change school so. that
it would be more -relaxed and 'co:..t.ifortable.

0
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Retention Test

icsia Vii$101
witattt

110

(Times indiOated.in, parentheses; first number for 4th and 6th
grades, secdhd number.for.second grade.)

Hello, boys,and girls. ye are going to do 'something today we

think you will find interesting.

We are going, t6 stow Ou-sone pictures like

scisen. (Show slide 1).. A .

(PAUSE 5, 5 sec.)

this one on the

Here's another picture. (Show slide 2) (PAUSE 5, 5 sec.)

..

When we show you pictures like these on the screen, we mart y

to watch them closely.

We are going to ask you some questions about the-pictures-.
\

When we ask you the questions, we want. you to MarkYour,ansWers\in

an answer booklet like the one on the'screen CShow slide 3)

(PAUSE 5, 5 sec.)
.

We will now,ave you' an answer booklet. When you get yakir booklet,

1212214222111. I

Print your: full name on the firbt line (PAUSE 2, 2 Lc.) and your

grade on the second line, like thboy in the next picture. (Show

slide 4) (PAUSE 3, 3 sec.)If,you have any trouble, raiseyour

hand and we will help you. (SOUND FOR BREAK) (STOP TAPE l'6:CORDER

UNTIL ALL CHILDREN HAVE A BOC.ILET AI1D SAVE PINISHED WRITING THEIR

NAME AND GRADE.) (PAUSE 6, 6 sec.)

Open your booklets to page 1. (PAUSE 7, 7 sec.) Look for the

top:row of bdxes, next to the number *1. There are two. boxes'next

to the number. A YES box, and a NO-box. (PAUSE 4, 4 sec.)



Now, ,bere ip the next picture.. (Show S-1!ide 5) .(PAUSE 3, 3 sec.)

If you think the little .girl in this _picture has a problem, mark

X in the YES boX next to nurber 1. If you think the girl

does not have cf problem, mark a b kX in the NO box :next to the

1 number 1.
.

.

- . .

I . 1

, Remember, mark YES if the:-Airi 'has a. roblem; and mark 'NO if she

v

.

.
does. not have a problem.

.
.

.. P
-% - °

Make yOur X fill the whole Ibox.` Make sum the lines are dark

enough to see. (PAUSE 10, 14 sec. ) This time, koing to. tell'

,

you .thecoi"rect answer. The answer is -YES-, there is a problem.
4

, 0

Itlooks like the girl's rnbther doesn't want the cat in the` house.

Here is wh.i.t your answer bcaoklet should look like. (Show slide

(PAUSE 3, 5 sec.) There is an X in the YES box. It fills the

whole box. Make your X's like that, too. (PAUSE 3, 5 sec.) OK.

How -I- vant---you-A-o- t-ry- some on your own . I will not the

Answers each time. Look at the pictures on the screen and mark

YES if you think there is a problem in the picture and NO if you

don't think there is a problem.

Here is .picture number 2. (Show slide 7). Mark YES if there is a

' problem:; if there_ isn't. T'ut an X in the box you L:hoose.

(PAUSE 11, 14 sec.)

Picture number 3. (Show slide 8) Is there a problem in this

picture? (PAUSE -11, 14 sec.)

Nu er 4. Is there a protlem here? (Show slide 9) (PAUSE 11, 14 sec.

Number 5. Is there a problein here? (Show slide 10) (PAUSE 11,. 14 sec.)

Number ). Is there a problem in this picture? (Show. slide 11)

(PAUSE 11, 14 sec.)

Now turn to page 2 in your books. (PAUSE 6, 6 sec.) .
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I'm going to 'sho you some- more picturebut this time you have

to decideexactly-what the problem is. For example, look at

this nixt picture. (Show slide 12Y Study it clOsely. What do
0

you-think the prOblem (PAUSE 4, 4 sec.i-:In your answer

books next to number 1 there re three boxes.

Listen carefully while.I read-the-three. choices.'

Then put a big X in the box that tells what you think the problem

is.

Box A says

Box B says

Box C says

The baseball might hit the -man

- The baseball might break
1

- The little boyemight catch the ball.

a window.

Mark 'an 'X in the bbx you choose. °(PAUSE 113, 14 sec.)

.

Here is picture number 2. (S1ow slide 13) What is the problem

here?

Listen carefully while I read the three choices.

in the box that tells what the problem is.

A. The boy's dog is lost

B. The boy broke the dog's

Then put an X

q. The boy thinks his dog haLaya2:srur

Mark an X in 'the box you cltoose. (PAUSE I(), 13 sec.)

a.

Number 3. (Show slide 14) What is the problvn here?

6.'40
A. The boy sees sometliing that surpritshirli.

I.

ilOrr
B. The boy is afraid it will rain..

C. The by is afraid his tent will fall down.

(PAUSE 10, 13 ,Sec.)

Number 4. (Show slide 15) What is the problem here?

A. The boy is crying because his boat in too small.

B. He'i. crying tecause his boat has floated too far any,

C. he is crying-I4cause he has to go home now.

(PpSE 91/1 sec.)

/
\

0
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Now turn to page' S. (PAUSE 6, G sec.)

I

Number 5. (Show slide 16) What is the problem here"

A. The girl ants to know hot to play the zpE1.

13. The girl wants to know if she .,has won.

C. The girl wanders where .her other playing piece is..

(PAUSE 9,_13.sec.)

kw, we are going to :do. sOmethingclifferent.

113

_Look.---a.t this, next DirocurL(Show' slide 17) .

, It is hard to figure out what is going on If, we could ask

some questions maybe we could 4nd out what is happening,' Which

orther-foliowint questions would be best. for us to ask, iso we

wha4-t e problem ism
.

,

Letisdo number 1 as An (PAUSE3, 3 sec..

4'

a

#

Listen careftilly.
4:

There .are .3 boxes next to ,number 1. Each box contains a.questioe

we might ask., Look ;closely at the picture while I-bead the three'

_.

. . /.

questionS- O ien put an X in the box that is the best qucotion

to ask.
.7

A. Why is the' door s2...1..40

B. Why is it !aalinv

C. Why is .thc small boy trying so hard toopen.the door?

Mar* your ariswer: (PAUSE 10, 13 tec.)

C is the r.--rect answer.. (PAUSE 3, 3 sec.

t i-sthe best rue-stion because if we could get the answer, we

might be able. to figure .out what:is doing. on in the..picture.

(PAUSE 3, 5 sec.) Now, you try some on your own.. This is number

2. Here are three more q0estions about the same picture. Which

one would be best for you to ask? '



A. What can you see frrom the window?

114

B. Is the woman scolding the boys?

C. Why is thre a_ picture on the -,/,a21? (PAUSE 9, 12 sec.)--

Number 3. -.Here are .3 more 'questions Which one would be best

tr.1 ask?

. A. Were the 3 boys mean to thesmall'boy?

B. Arethe books interesting?

C. Can they get a drink?

(PAUSE 10, 13 sec.)

Now turn to page 4. <PAUSE'S, 5 sec.)

Find number 1. (PAUSE 3, 3 sec.) Here is a new picture. (Show

slide 18) Study the picture closely. Many things are going on.

Which one of the following Questions should you ask if you want

to figure out what is,going on?

A. Why is the tree so small?

B. ,Why are the kids pullin, on the tree?

C. Why is the a±irlwering2!IEipedlstss?

(PAUSE 10, 13 sec.)

NQW try number .'2.. .Which one-fof-the-sequestidhs-should you ask?.

A. Why is the house so large?

B. Why is the girl running toward the boys?

C. Is the small boy her brother?

(PAUSE 10,: 13 sgc.) t?

Number 3. Which one of these 3_questions should yci'u ask if you
_ .

-----
want- to figure out what is goinEY on?

A. Why are th2 boys' near the sidewalk?

B.,Diod the Eirl come out of the.nou:,e?

C. Why is the. dop barking, at the boys? (PAUSE 10, 13 sec.)
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Now turn. to page S. '(PAUSE'5-,S. see.) Find liumber, 1. (PAUSE

3, 3 sec.) .Hem is a new picture. (Show slide 19) In this new

p.:cture we will ask yol to try to figure out the causes of the

trouble. TWo cars just had a smashup.

Look closely at the picture while I read three possible causes

of the accident. Then put an X in the box that tells the most

"likely cause of the accident.

A. The black cart slid on ice.

B. The white car was going too fast.

C. The sun was too bright.

(PAUSE 10, 13 sec.)

Number 2. klhich one of these three is the best guess of the

cause of the accident?

A. The sun blinded the driver of the black car.

B. The stop sign was too small to see.

tijack car was driving too fast to stop.

,,,
.

I

(PAUSE 10, 13 sec.)

Here is a new picture.' (Show slide 20) This is number 3. Study.

the picture closely. Imagine yourself at the 'corner of Main and

Oak Streets. .:Yotraarrt-tr-get' to .the A & Sa:ore.. What .do you

need. to know to get there? I will read three 'questions. Pick

the question Which would be 'best for you to ask to find-out how

to get to the A & P.

A. Should I take ,Oak or Main SLreet?

B. What is the address of the A & P Siore?

C. How far is it to the A 6 P store?

(PAUSE 10, 13 sec.)

IJ
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Now number 4. Here is another picture. (Show slide 21) These

i.c181. are on a committee. The committee must give a report

About the Indian Gerunimo. 'Which one of the following questions

should they ask the teacher to be sure they know what to do?

A. Will we still got recess after the report?
d\-t'

B. Did Geronime kill General Custer? ,

C. How long should the report be?

(PAUSE 9, 1.3 sec.)

New turn to page 6 s and find number 1. (PAUSE 5, 5 sec.)

Here is a new picture. (how-sri-tig) These kids have to plan

a party for Halloween. Their problem is that they must have

quite _a bit of money, they need the teacher's permisSiontand

the party must be held on a day when there are no' other big

eventis. They find out that they have the money, and October 29

:is a good day. Do they have enOugh information to go ahead

planning the party? By number 3 mark YES if you 'think they.

have enough information; mark NO if you think they do not, have

enough information; or mark DON'T KNOW if you don't know or aren't

sire if they have enough information. Go-ahead and mark the box

you choose. (PAUSE 10, 12 sec.) 441:Imber 2. He.re is the next

pi tore. (Showslide 23) This boy wants to build a model airplane.

HeAcnows that he needs a razor blade, glue, blue and yellow

paint, and a ruler. He gets a razor blade from his father, a

rul r from his desk, and glue from the basement. Does he have
//

eve ything he needs? Mark YES, WO, or DON'T KNOW. (PAUSE 8, 12 sec.

Number 3. Here is the next picture. (Show slide 24) These kids

were\oUt playing. 'there was a house ftearey. They found some

empty purses, an empty jewelry box, and 3 spoons. Do .they have

enou h information to say that someone, robbed the house? Mark YES,

\i40, .

DON'T KNOW in Your booklet by 3. (PAUSE. 8, 12 sec.)
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Now turn to page 7. (PAUSE 5, 5 sec..)

Find number 1. (PAUSE 3, 3 sec.) Hen: is the next picture.

(Show slide 25) This toy wants'to'put the books on the shelf.

What should he be .sure to notice or think abou-0, Pick the most

important thing from these three.

A. How many books are on the shelves:,
e..0100-i

B. Who put ,the bookcase where it is?

,C. Where will he set the bookcf when he gets to the shelf? (PAUSE 11

9, 11 see.)

Number 2., Here are 3 more things the boy could do..

Which one is the best thing for him to do first ?.

A. Ask the boy who is sitting in the corner to help.

B. Put the books in the box.

C. Mace the books on top of the booksheln (PAUSe 9, sec.)

Number 3. Here are three more things the boy could do.

Which one is the best thing for him to do first?

A. Set the books on the table.

B. Push the table over by the shelf.

C. _Kick the box out or the way. (PAUSE 9, 11 sec.)(SOUND, STOP

FOR BREAK)

Now turn to page 8. Find number 1. (PAUSE 5, 5, sec.)

Here'is a new plcturc. Mow _.fide 26)

This boy went'down to the basement to play. he decided to make

a play town out of same things he found there.- He wanted to

pretend that the town was real anctthat a flying saucer had

landed in it. He imagined that the police ran out of the 'police

station to see what had landed. Uhat thing could he use for a

,
jail cell?

,,,,, ....



A. A room in the d011 house.

B. An old 222122k.

C. The bird cage. (PAUSE 8, 10 sec.)

118

Number 2. Before the police could get to the saucer, the boy

_.___.__..._imagined it took off flying up in the. sky towards the±aunA

What/coula he use for the sun?

A. The window.

B. The Imp.-

C. An old record. '(PAUSE-i, 10 $e6.)

4

0

NuVeri 3. i.iere is a new picture. (Show slide 2 ) This girl is

making a doll out of old clothes and things she found. She has

made the body of the doll,:but needs some eyes and a hair Style.

Where could she get the eyes?

A. From the shirt.

B. From the tie.

C. From the shoes. (PAUSE 8, [9....seL,.../

Number14.
k,

to tie :it back in a

part ofd to tie the

A. die shirt

B. The shoes.

. /

She is using an old wig for the doi1s hair but wants

pigtail. What thing coLild she use, or use

hair back?,

C. The 2211Ls. (FUSE 7, 8 sec.)

Now, turn to page 9 and find number 1. (PAUSE 5,,5:sec.)

Now, we are going to show you several piatures in a row. 'In the

first picture there will be a problem. Then we will show you-

three more pictures. We want you to 91'bose the picture that
It

shows the most unusual way to solve the problem. By unusual, we
4
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mean a way that most people would .not think of to solve the

problem. (Show slide 28),

In this picture a ball is caught on the roof. The children want

to get it down.What is the most unusual way for them to get .the

ball down - a way most people would not think of?

(Show slide 29) . , 0'
A? (PAUSE 55 5 sec.)

.. cg.4011

B? (Show slide 30) (PAUSE 5, 5 sec.) SZW)

C? (Show slide 31)

Mark an X on the.picture you choose in your answer bocjk

(PAUSE 7, 10 sec.) .

Vumberi 2. (Show slide 32) In this pictiiFiT,--Th-egiri has hung

some laundry out.to.dry, but she had .used up all the space on

the line .and still haS some clothing left over. What is: the moist

unusual way for her to dry the left-over laundry?

A? (Show slide 33)" (EAUS4' 1), 5 sec.)'

B? (Show slide 34) (PAUSE 5, 5 sec.)._

0

C? (Show slide 35) (PAUSE 7, 10 sec.)

Number 3. (Show slide 36) In this picture, the children's swing

has broken. They have no place to swing. What is the most

unusual way for them to fix it so they .can swing?

A? (Show slide 37) (PAUSE 5, 5 sec.)

B? (Show slide 38) (PAUSE 5, 5 sec.).

C? (:,now slide 39) (PAUSE 7, 10 sec.)

Now, )Diumber 4. (Show slide 40) This girl wants to hang a picture,

in her room. She puts a ,hook on the picture so that it' can

hang on the wail, but she has the hook very close to the'edge

Vvi
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of the frame, What will happen when the girl hangs the pictire

- on the wall? Look at the next 3 pictures and choose the one that

shows what will happen when the girl hangs the picture .011 Tile

wall.

A? (Show slide 41) (5, 5 sec.)

B? (Show slide 42) (5, 5 sec.)

C? (Show. slide 43) (7, 10 see.)

Now turn to page 10 and find number. (PAUSE 51 5 sec..) (Show

slide 44)

In this next picture,a group of boys want to play.. football. How

should-they choose _sides? Look at the boxes--by Number 1.

A. All- the Lt.:IL122ys go on bne,team,

13.'4. All the 12221.......glIlses go on one team.

C. They should choose, sides. evenly.

Mark, an X in the box yOu..;.chclose, (PAUSE.6, 8 sec.).

aUmber 2. (grow` slide 45)- This girl's room'is verY.crowded. If

yOu wanted some more .room to store Lhing6., where would you Put

them?

A. Out in th;p

B. 'In boxes under the bed.

C. In somebody else's room. (PAUSE 6, 0 sec.)

Number 3. {ShoW slide 46) These boys, have to move the dresser
4

stairs- How Would,you'do'it?

Az '.Emp..L/:out the drawers.

B. 'Carry it up just like'it

C. Carry the drawers. tip fist.-- (PAUSE 61.8 sec.)

...
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,/

Now turn to page 11. Here is the next piCture. MI* slide 47)

(PAUSE 5, 5.see.) This girl's school desk is wobbling. \What

coufa she do to make 'it steadier? Look at the boxes by NUmber. 1.

A., Get a higher chi-air..
"

B. 'Place a piece of folded paper under one

C. ,Press dowri harder -with her pencil. (PAUSE 61 8 sec.)

Number 2. (.Show slide 48) Ii. this'picture a window pane is

I
broken. What could the boy do to stop the cold air from

-
coining in window?

A. Put a piece of'cardboard over the window.

B. Put the-chair infront the Window.

pane.

C. Build a fire in the fireplace. (PAUSE 6, 8 sec:)

Number, 3. (Show 'Slide 49) This boy and girl can't get their

kite,ko fly. What could they do to get it to fly?"

Gut the string..

B. Make the kite heavier.

C. Put a tail" on the kite-i (PAUSE a,- 8 sed.')

Turn to page 12 and look at Ii.q,.next pictur s (Show slide 50)

sA

b

(PAUSE Sec:), Th.ts boy is going, to change the light bulb.

'If he stands on the rocking chair,..whaTcmight happen?

the boxes "05, luiil)er 1.

A. The light miF/ht not wort:.

B. He might hio_head on the-ceiling.

.He might fall off the chair and get hurt. (PAUSE 6, 8 sec.)

Look at
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Number (show slid, 51) The girl in this picture is going to

mix some of the red and white paint together. What will haPpen?

A. She will get a pink color.

B; She will spill all of it.

C. The paint will dryuk. (PAUSE 6, 8 sec.)

Number 3: (Show slide 52) Look at the shelves in this picture.

What might happen tf youvere to pile some boxes on the 'second

shelf?

A. The cabinet might fall over.

B. The shelf might break under the load.

C. The boxes might not fit. (PAUSE 6, 8 sec.)

NuMber 4. (Show slide 53) Here two girls are arguing over who is

7

going to pay witn the,doll. What might happen if they keep

pulling on the doll?

A. They will take turns playing with

B. One of the girls will win.,

C. The doll may rip. (PAUSE 6;

t ,

sec.)

'awn to page:2.3 and look at: this next picture. (Show slide 54)-
(

(PAUSE 5, 5 sec.) Th is-I-girl is finishing a test in school.

Before handing it in 'to the teacher, what should she do? Look.

at the boms by,NumbenE.

A. Check her work.

B. Writc a letter to a frien
...MA7MMMEM Ya

C. Copty her answers on another iece of paper. (PAUSE 6 8 sec.)
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Nimber 2. (Show slide 55) This boy is going to go swimming;

He wants to bldw up an inner tube to take With him. What should

lie do before blowing up thetube?

A. Ellitty_the tub of water,

B. Go and get 'a towel.

C. Make sure the tubp doesn't have a hole in it. (PAUSE 6,8

sec.)

t.
'INIumber 3.. (Show s.lide 56) There 4s beet "a heavy snow storm.

.
e

nit loW is going, outside ito 'play. What should 'he do before

I
going down tht stairt?

,

.

Itlatih.ou-tliTise on the stiars.

. .

B. Slide down the rail:,o`--.0..r.'
o

o C. Make a snowman on the steps. (PAUSE 6, 8 sec.)
'

Number. t. (Show slide 57) These two children have paid for some

cokes and a toy in the torti What should the chiadren do

before going home?

A. Stop and drink some of the coke;

.B. Check to see if they got the right 9hange.

C. Play with t e-toy pn the way.home..(PAUSE 65 8 sec.) (SOUND

FOR STOP) . 0

'am

a
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limiiimomemiimminsomminivmma

B

THE BASEBALL MIGHT

BREAK A WIN= .

4

O

THE BOY IS AFRAID IT

WILL. RAIN.

THE BOY IS CRYING

BECAUSE HIS .BOAis IS

HE_ _ S ,CRYrNo- BECAUSE .

HIS BOAT HA$ FLOATED

TOO FAR AWAY.

C

THE LITTLE BO Ml G

CATCH THE BALL.

a

THE 13011 THINKS HIS

DOG HAS RUNAWAY.

HE IS CRYING BECAUSE

HE HAS TO GO HOME NOW.



I.

AID

THE GIRL WANTS TO.

KNOW IF SHE HAS WON.

Aj

e
. t8

C

THE GIRL WONDERS WHERE.

HER &HER PLAYING

PIECE T.S.





RUNNING TOWARD -THE

BOYS?

WHY IS THE GIRL

WEARING A STRIPED

DRESS?

IS THE MALL BOY HER

BROTHER?



To SUN BLINDED THE

DRIVER OP THE B

CAR.

CK

A

SHOULD I TAKE OAK .OR

MAIN STREET?

A

WILi.; WE STILL

I

GET RECESS APTER

THE REPORT?

B

TlIS MITE CAR WAS

GOING TOO FAST.

THE STOP SIGN WAS TOO

SMALL TO' SEE,

1111111.111110111111111111111111,MMIIIMIEMMIMINIEW

, WHAT IS THE ADDRESS.

or THE A & p STORE?

B

DID GERONJB) KILL

GENERAL CUSTER?

Page 6





HOW MANY BOOKS ARE

ON THE SHELITS?

WHO PUT THE BOOKCASE

WHERE IT IS?

ASK THE BOY WHO IS

. SITTING IN THE

CORNER TO HELP.

talliimatirmistrinivodimmummimmom

PUT THE BOOKS IN THE

BOX.,

tt

WHERE VIII HE SET

,THE BOOKS /WHEN HE

. .

GETS TO THE SHELF?

PLACE'THE BOOKS ON

TOP OF THEBOOKSHELP

SET THE. BOOKS ON THE

TABLE.

Page 8
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rmitimplumnimwmanuawrmineowaserellr

IN BOXES UNDE2 THE

BED.

IN SOMEBODY ELSE'. S

.1100M. -

11111011111r

CARRY IT UP JUST LIKE

dowapersuraurrimommilommoommair&



PrET A HIGHER

HEW PENCIL.



_ ....... f

TI EY iWILL TAKE TURN

PLAXING WITH IT.

t



WRITE A LErivillft. TO A

FRIEND.

CHECK TO MIT' THEY

COT THE RIGHT CHANGE.



0

a
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. THE PURDUE ELKHAiT PROBLEM SOLVING UOJECT SPRING,-1973

TEACHER'S MANUAL

Design of the. Probl m4Solvinil Materia1.s

138'

AltagilE

The probrem soling matekals are designed to give students

ixactice

a ility.

in several skills'involved iri general problem solving

Specifioallyi the e skills include: the ability to

sense whether op not a roldm6exists, to define the exact':

nature of.the'poblem ask;queetion to clarify the problem

situation, to analyze Causes, to judge j whether enough inforiation

exists to solve the probem,,to forese

relevant, and important'details of

4'

%

the most ARpropriate solutions, and to verify solutions.

The materials are incthe form f worKsheets. They present
,

4 realistic problem sitna-4on 'involve ng children and adults in

a picture format. "Studentb study-th

Thgenerate multiple responses to particular questions concerning

consequences, to notice

roblem situations. , to select
.0

pictures and attempt to

,

the problems.

Use of the 14,9Asheets

You should - attempt to provide, -l5 20 minutes during the

00

layeashducfor the students to, c ork'.lon one ofthe,worksheets.

YOu should. provide one worksheet to each child to:start and

encoUrage him to think of as many ideas or different answers

as he can. / Only if a student has produced many (k)ve 5 or 6),

responses, all relevant to the, probYem or queition on the

:worksheet, should you let him select another worksheet during

"that work period%

01.
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If a student does not kinish a worksheet duringthe period, _-

he should place the unfinis ,ca work in his iolder and return

to it the 'next day.

During/these wbrk.perio s, you should feel free to.adopt

a clags organization familia to y ur class or one which will

incredse student work or interest. Class discussions on

completod-W-otk-ftund to increase students' inter st

during the trial run at Riverview SchoOl. You mi,ht try group

work on come of the worksheets or have individual students

present their work to the plass, ..
Since 'you will-have a folder.

for each child's wor-k_,.ypu'should'enOurage.your. students-to.

go LaCk. and add to or revise, earlier worksheets after you have

examined and evaluated them. We found during the trial run

that students liked to share ideas and look at each others'
I

This was best accomplished, however, after the

students had had a chance tc wcrk individually and think of

Some of the51,, min ideas.

Many students colored in, the .pictures_pn.the worksheets

or doddled on them. We do not mind this at all as long as

they_thank of some ideas to answer the questions on the worksheets.

Use of Games and Rewards

As. -a reward for working 'ph the materials, you should
I

provide yourstudents:with 2.-30 minutes of free time twice

a week. We si4ggeSt sometime/ during the middle of the-week

and.at the end.of the week/ During this time the students.

can -piay th, games_provid d or engage in other activities such

as reading, talking wit' friends, resting, or even doing additional

work of any kind if t y wish. However, do not force them to

wopk on the materials during this reward period.
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We found in' the trial. run that Jtudencs enjoyed thegames

nd activities that they could finish or decide a winner within

the time period. Also, students who did not receive a good

grade on their papers
becamediscouraged when they were not

/

allowed fre time. So we have increased the free time period

to, permit ore involvement in the games and we want you to let

every chii -Faye the; free time-rew.erd-regardless of how many

ideas he hinks of on the worksheets. As long as a child does

not dist b others or bdcome disruptive but at least tries'to

work, on he materials, we want him to have some reward.

It/is imt)ortant, of course, that you make clear to your'

students that the free time is a reward for doing work .on the

problem materials. They must work on the materials to .earn the

i`

free time. It is not a gift.

Evaluation of. Student's Papers

You will hae.the prime responsibility for.evalting

student work during the ,ccurse of the projeet, There are

wo major criteria: . (1):11Ow,many responses the child 'generates,

I-
0.(2)11cm relevant these respOnses are.

r Y,/1.1 will be given a set of grading St ,:.

EXCELLENT

\

------.-

VERY GOOD WORK

li
1 ,

GOOD

I /

I/

OK, BUT TRY_HARDER:

Ydu Should use these stamps when evaluatir student papers

4 large number of responbes (7 or more), all of .which are /

.1^ levant to the problem situation presented, should be g 6n;



BESICOMAMNRAME

an "EXCELLENT; 5, or (. responses-, all relevant, should get

141

,

a "VERY GOOD' WORK". 3 or L relevant responses shOuld receive.

a "GOOD," 1 or 2 relevant responses Should.be'given an "OK, BUT

TRY. HARDER."

Copying of aiother child's, answers should be discouraged.'

You may be able to glance through and stamp each .child's

paper during one of the IperiodE,
thc! children are working

on new materials. You could also walk around class during the

work periods and provide instant feedback on the' spot by
.,

Stamping papers, but we do want you to fit your grading into a

schedule that is convenient for you

EvaluatiOns of Student's Papers

,Teachers in the trial run used their student folders wheil

t'alking.to parents and had favorable results: You are invited

to 0 the -sam6 if you desire.

We co not want you to a studentls

work because of spelling r grammar at first. It is 'important

in the beginning to have the child think of as many ideas as

possible 'Without worrying abo t grammatical correctness. Later

on,in the project, we can, shift mphasis where .needed to_more

specific grammatical errors, aftert d students feel at ease

working-on-the naterials..

Purdue Observations

An observer will visit each classroom involved in the

project once a week. The purposes of such visits will be

threefold: 1) to bring a week's supply of problem solving
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Materials in advante; 2) answer any questions that may have

arisen during the week,;., 3)-coliectthe studehl's previous

weeks' work and perhaps observe a work session.

We learned during the trials run thit many changes were

nedet-sary.' We expect Changes may tome about during the

mAjor part of the project, also.--We want your suggestions and

questiOns, so feel free to express them when we vibit.

In 'case you need to contact us during the week, our

number is 337-494r86.46. Ask for John 'Houtz Kevin Hynes or

Rita. Culross. Please call collect.

FinallY, let us say thank you very much for Your help in

the project. With your help, we are sure the materials-and ,

procedures. will be quite successful.



APPENLIX

Worksheets used in the Project
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THIS BOY HAS BUILT A MODEL CAR, BUT ONE PIECE OF THE MODEL 1$

MISSINU. WHAT COULD THE BOY DO TO FINISH THE MODEL?

1



IS THERE A PROBLEM IN THIS PICTURE?

WHAT THINGS IN THE PICTURE HELPED YOU DECIDE WHETHER THERE WAS

A PROBLEM OR NOT?

IF YOU THINK THERE IS A pRoBw10 JUST WHAT 'DO YOU THINK IT IS?

0



IS THERE A' PROBLEM IN IHIS PICTURE?

WHAT THINGS IN THE PICTURE HELPED YOU DECIDE WHETHER THERE WAS..

A PROBLEM OR NOT?
Y'

IF THERE IS A PROBLEM', JUST WHAT DO YOU THINK IT IS?



THESE BOYS ARE MOVING Son FURNITURE. BUT Tthi. CANNOT FIT THIS

TABLE THROUGH THE DOOR LIKE IT IS. WHAT COULD THEY DO TO GET THE

TABLE IliTO THE oinir_:_abpiti. THINK OF AS MANY THINGS THE BOYS COULD

TRY /0 YOU CAN.



iQ

''"' IS THEE A PROBLEM IN THIS PICTURE?. .......9r44MOe.::.....M.d'VAb.OAS-.MIS=eaMIWIfrifid..

IF YOU THINK THERE IS, WHAT IS IT'?

......m. .

WHAT ARE TREE THINGS YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE THAT MAKE YOU PITT

THAT IS THE TROUBLE:"

6.24



.THESP.,Anz..GDuas WERE CLEANING OUT THE ATTIC AND FOUND 'AN OLD, MITER

WRITTEN A LONG TIME AGO BY THEIR GREAT GRANDICITHER THE DATE ON THE LETTER

IS DO THEY KNOW ENOUGH TO THINK THAT THE STAMP ON THE LETTER IS WORTH

WHAT ELSE DO TilLfY NEED TO THINK ABOUT?
.)

....

WHAT COULD THEY DO TO FIND 'OUT IF THE STAMP IS WORTH .SOMETHINtt?



IS THERE A 00BLEM IN THIS.FIGTITRE?

IF YOU THINK THERE' IS, WHAT IS 111

HWHATDOES THIS TRUCK DRIVER NEED.TO KNCW-BEFORE HE

BRIDGE?

WHAT.AREUSEVERAL THINGS HE COULD DO IF THE TRUCK IS TOO HEAVY?
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. 4

THIS FATHER AND DAUGHTER THINK MICE MADE THESE HOLES« WHAT COULDDTHEI
-

fteDO TO SEE D. THERE MILT ARE MICE?

1.,

WHERE ELSE SHOULD THEY WPC TO MD MICE IF THERE ARE ANY? /./

WHAT ARE SOME..WAYS THEY G,OULO CATOEITIDI MIOE?

. -

kJ'



6

1rogskiisolla04100,40400014

THIS GIRL IS MQVING AWAY AND HAS ,'O SAVE HER CAT BEHIND. SHE

WANTS TO.MAKE SURE HER PAT HAS A GOOD HOME. WHAT, SHOUT SHE

ASK HER GIRI FR7D TO.FIND OUT HOW WELL SHE WaL TAKE CARE Or

VRELCAT?.

r
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GET A 4701.3. HE DID NOT SEE ANYTHING IN THE

iiLD HE. DO TO Eijaltr SOME MONEY?

Our;MANMagINIVONNWR1WIINVItififiWINNIIIWYW~WMPANMIWAWAVINNIINMINWMO

mal Welalklana
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THESE BOYS HAVE
,

POUND A FIRE BURNING IN AN EMPTY LOT. WHAT

MIGHT ,HAPPEN IF THEY LEAVE THE FIRE .ALONE?

WHAT SHOULD THE BOYS DO?



-*

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE REASONS WHY THE BABY MIGHT BE CRYING?

seelloNiermilliallliandaPivaisesne.



a

4:0

0

AEU I8 143VIN3 TO A NEW HOE. THE BOVAND GIRL- ARE HUMID

R 1 1THER PACK THE DISHES. WHAT 0 THEY DO TO nu THE DIME

?RCM BRIAKIN3 IN THE BOXES?

WHAT COULD THE CHILDREN DO TO HELP THEIR WitHER PACK?



4swirmediumbwrommowafteweamsiiiimriore

,A SMALL BOY HAS CLIMBED UP A THE BUT IS AFRAIIi TO COME DOWN.

-WHAT COULD THE OLDER BOY AND GIRL DO. TO HELP. HIM?

4Fama.sINEMNIiMie



ri

THE GIRL IN THIS PICTURE LOOKS ANGRY. We:GOULD HAVE' MADE
HiR SO UPSET?

41.

Etiortattem:gmtatiossowev..14pastaabwotax~ts.

ellsONIIIINIOAMIHMAWittet010111.100110.1.11m1;10111ffletHIN4MIROMIAMIMMWOOLIrafteMIN



S" FATHER AND DAUGHTER TEINIC KGB nos Mal now. ma

DO TO MC IF THERE REALLY AI E MICE?

4.

,

WHERE ELF WOULD Tit! 1/X41 TO PAID gone rs ARS ANT?

IMAT ARE NME WAD THEY OM anon THE WOW

/

0

0 .



0

A FRIEND GAVE THIS GIRL A BOX OF CARROT SEEDS AND A BOX OF

-,pAisy SEEDS, BUT .SHE FORGOT TO WRITE THE NAMES OF THE SEEDS ON THE

BGXES. SHE WANTS TO PLANT THE CARROT. SEEDS IN THE ,GARDEN AND THE

-DAi$X SEEDS AROUND KM HOUSE. HOW CAN SHE FIND OUT WHICH SEEDS ARE

N EACH BOX?

Immumamio...

4

r,
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4401.0"
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I

THE CHILDREN HAVE PLAYED HERE ON SATURDAYS BEFORE, BUT! HE MAN

WHO COME TO- UNLOCK THE GATE IS VERY OLD. WHAT MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED

TOHIM TO MAKE HIM LATE?

- -



.1141(116111NIA II . .1111118fts....

eraWu awn

THE POLICEMAN- TAKES THE CHILDREN TO WHERE THE OLD MAN LIVES.

WHAT .DO YOU THINK THEY ARE ALL LOOKING AT?



THE SIGN ON THE OLD MAWS DOOR SAYS: 1,KNO9K LOUD, 1. AM HARD OF

HEARIN,DO-THE POLICEG.1' MAN AND-CHILDREN KNOW ENOUGH NOW TO SAY THAT

THE OLD ,MAN OVERSLEPT?

WHAT ELSE COULD HAV,E HAPPEVED?



I

THEY KNOCKED yam -LOUD AUT -NOONE ANSWERED.! T iE DOOR., WAS UNLOCKED

mw

SO THEY WENT IN._THE-AARM CLOCK HAD STOPPED AT ATEW MUTES PAST..

1.
S_EVEMATHAT DO YOU THI COULD HAVE HAPPENED TO THE OLD N?

miffirfaunormlooloolimmommorad1101.



ON THE TABLE BY THE CLOCK WERE SOME BATTERIES AND A FLASHLIGHT.

THE POLICEMAN SAID THAT THE BATTERIES ViEGHT BE FOR A HEARING AID..IF

THEY WERE DEAD, THE OLD MAN MIGHT NOT HAVE, HEARD, THE ALARM CLOCK. GO

OF?. .HOW COULD THEY CHECK TO SEE IF THE BATTERIES WERE DEAD?
:4144

.

:
$



THE OLD MAN CAME BACK. HE SAID HE DID OVERSLEEP BECAUSE THE

BATTERIES:FOR- HIS- HEARING AID WERE DEAD. HE WANTS TO BE SURE I1E DOES

NOT OVERSLEEP LIKE THAT AGAIN. WHAT COULD THE CHILDREN DO TO HELP. HIM?

1
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t3 THERE A PROBLEM IN THIS PICTURE?

IF YOU THINK THERE IS, WHAT IS IT?

WHAT TAN IN THE PICTURE MAKES YOU THINK THk:IRE IS A PROBLEM?



IT IS SATURDAY MORNING AND THE PLAYGROUND IS LOCKED. THESE

CHILDREN ARE WONDERLNG WHY. WHY DO YOU THINK NO ONE HAS COME TO

OPEN UP THE PLAYGROUND?

O

WHERE COULD THE CHILDREN .PLAY INSTEAD?



A

THESE CHILDREN MEET A POla CEMAN. MAYBE fiE .,:}1ELP THEM. WHAT

QU1STIONS SHOULD THEY ASK HIM TO SEE IF HE CAN I4Et,13 SOLVE THE PROBLEM?
t

t.

ol



IS THERE it:PRoBLBM IN THIS PICTURE?

WHAT THINGS IN THIS PICTURE HELPED. YOU DECIDE WHETHER THERE WAS

sA PROBLEM OR NOT?

t;

Oks

IF THERE IS A OBLEM, JUST WHAT DO YOU THINK IT IS?

',\
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THESE KIDS ARE MEMBERS OF. THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT AT SCHOOL.

THEY WANT TO START A SCHOOL STORE. WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD THEY

ASK THE. ,PRINCIPAL TO HELP THEM PLAN 'THE STORE?

WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD THEY ASK OTHER KIDS" AT SCHOOL?



a

a

MIS BOY AND MRI.. AitE I N THr G A RAPE LOOK1 NG FOR SOMET W; TO \

KiktifiThiV-TIIDE ARE 1-TNER Ttiiir&S 6N THE WADS, NrWSPA P rt. IN THE

CORNER, A AGO, A awrimowgR , A BICYCLE, SOME BOXES, A RAKE, AND A \
SCREEN DOOR . IF THEY WANTED 44:1 KAY WITH THE SdREEN 10%4 WHAT KIND \_

, \OF A (An COLIID THEY MAKE UP?
,

\

°
6 6

et), 0
fl

P'6%-k.,

UP WITH THE I4EWSPAPERS?

.7(. -,,
r 0

.

.SN
OlaIWWW*
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VIII

THI BOY CAN'T REACH THE COOKIL-JAR40- WHAT ARE som P THE

THINGS HE COULD USE TO REACH THE JAR GET SOME=0 KiES?.

S

4kAT WOUL1 BE TAR 40 WAY FOR HIM TO GET TO THE COOKIES?

^"

._`614.
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IS THERE A PROBLEM IN THLS PICTURE?

IF -YOU THINK THERE IS A PROBLEM, WHAT IS IT?

NalletwimismakWilaswirmayn

- .to."74,...74,-4&40 A.,4

IP' YOU 11, ') '.JOLVE THE PROBLEM, WHAT QU&STIONS WOULD YOU ASK

THE TWO BOYS? ;;-



r.. M1.0

0.0

ilkho I is

t

___314111.---4114141114.444

"IL

11.,41111111.

5' it

THIS BOY IS TRYING TO STUDY, -BUT 111HE WORKMEN OUTSIDE ARE MAKING

TOO MUCH NOISE, WHAT COULD THE BOY pO TO SOLVE HIS PROBLEM?
S.

, I,

WHAT WOULD BE THE MOST MAUL WAY TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM?

( A WAY TH4T MOST ..PEOPLE WOULD NOT THINK OP)
4

c17



IS THERE A PROBLEM IN .THIS PICTURE?

'5
a

WHAT THINGS TN THE PICTURE HELPED YOU DECIDE ,WHETHER THERE WAS

.A PROBLEM OR NOT?

tl

d
V

IF THERE IS A ZROBLOI JUST WHAT., DO y. THINK IT lilt



_____141_""111111:1900'

1

THIS BOY'S HAT WAS THROWN OUT ON THE ICE TO GET IT BACK. HE
--- IS LEANING ON A LONG 'BOARD. WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN IF THE /BOYz

STANDING ON THE END OF '\:THE BOARD gEPS OFF?

WHAT WOULD yss DO To GET THE HAT BACK?



ro

WHAT OM D THIS BOitS DOG HAVE DONE TO MAKE THE pay sa ANGRY?

14.

v./



T-1113 TREE IS DOWN.. 11E Glal.:KIAV.4.; THAT yliatE WAS .A STORM LAST
i.

NIGHT. WIS,S 3i-IN KNOW Ei4i.)UG4 TO SAY THAT 'NIL/STORM BLEW -TI tE 'TREE DOWN?

4

WHAT 'OTHER Ti Lrilr.10.5 WOULD T1,48 (UHL NEED' TO KNOW atro4 'SHE COULD

SAY THE WIND FROM THE STOIU4 BL1:9 To TREE DOWN?

0

1

HOW COULD SHE FIND OUT FOR JURE IF. THE'' WIND BLEW THE TREE DOWN?

C



r

mas---Boy-ohlin---en- INTO HIS,HOUSE WHIT ARE ALL THE DIFFERENT

THINGS HE COULD DO. TO GET INTO HIS

sowiwiewrisevasamieromemr.sam

WHAT WOULD BE THE MOST UNUSUAL OR DIFFERENT WAY HE OdULD GET

'INTO HIS HOUSE?



c

- THIS BOY ANI GIRL WANTED TO GOMMMING, BUT THE SIGN SAYS NO.

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY ARE NOT ALLOWED TO SWIM THEE?

611111MIMOOMPIIMIN01111..

WHAT COULD BE DONE TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM AND KEEP IT FROM

,HAPPENING AGAIN?



?,1

'Adr:474.A.Cee:

J 41,4.7; 1

THIS YOUNG° COUPLE WANT TO BUY A USED CAR.. 101.1 QUESTIONS SHOULD

THEY ASK THE SALESMAN WHEN THEY GO SHOPPING?

WHAT SHOULD THE YOU COUPLE BE SURE TO NOTICE ABOUT THES CAR?



Ps

II

4.1

a

IS THERE A PROBLEM IN TES PICTURE?

IF YOU' THINK HERE IS A PROBLEM, WHAT_IgiiiT?.

(I

.( .

HOW COULD THE GIRL IN THE PICTURE SOLVZ THE PROBLEM?

4%
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0

THIS GIRL IS INTERVIEWING THE BUILDER OF A NEW :ADDITION TO HER

SOHOOL. STORY WILL BE PLACE') IN THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER, WHAT ARE

ALL THE

GOOD STORY?

TIONS SHE SHOULD ASK THE BUILDER SO. THAT SHE CAN

airmaramissamtmainowirmirmateas
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S

"t s,

IMAGINE YOU SAW THIS MAN STANDING IN FRONT Ok THE HOUSE NEXT WoR

TO i'OURS. YOU DON'T KNOW HIM BUT HE IS TRYING A li'EY IN THE DOCK:

DO YOU THINK HE IS A'ROBBER?

O

..WHAT ELSE MIGHT HE BR DOING THERE?
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4 1

t%14 Tirrys:..J.te ,cmcp'..7 :IN THE WOODS. WHAT THYNGS SHOULD THEY

KNOW ABOUT?

.. -

400.

....1111 ....,.......1.1., INF

-....aw 4
THEY ARE 10INr; TO BUILD A FIR..1. HOW COULD THEY BUILD THE FIRE

10 TtiAT IT WILL NOT SPREAD TOO FAR?

1111=1.1meamo



IS THERE A PRO134EM-111 yilS PICTURE?' proirmammememb

cd 1

IF YOU THINK THERE IS, 'WHAT IS IT?

0

*or

liffilliftwaid10.11IOni.

HOW COULD THE PROBLEM HA VE BEEN PREVENTED?



IS THERE A PROBLEM IN THICg(PICTURE?

IF YOU THINK THERE IS., WHAT IS IT?

WHAT COULD HAVE CAUSED IT?

WHAT SHOULD THE GIRLS DO NOW?

e

b'

Min =111.
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a
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THIS BOY DOES NOT LOOK VERY HAPPY.! HE IS NOT DOING VERY WELL IN
1

AR ITHIVLET) a. WHAT DO. YOU THINK HAPPENED TO JUKE 'HIM UNHAPPY?
9

e

r.

wy

WHAT ARE SOME DIFFERENT THINGS HE COULD DO THAT MIGHT MAKE HIM

FEEL BETTER?



WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN. IF NO ONE CLEANS UP1HE BAssmar FOR A LONG %ins?



THE OLD MAN IN TALS- PICTURE: IS :GOING TO PAY THESE CHILDREN TO .

. .

PAINT THE FENCE FRONt_ HOUSE. WHAT 'QUESTIONS SHOULD Tn.,

CHILDREN ASK THE MAN SO THAT THEY KNOW EXACTLY WHAT HE, CANTS: TEM

t.N.e
TO DO?
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THE FURNACE WENT OUP IN THIS BOY'S,HOUSE AND IT IS GETTING MAD. ,

WHAT THINGS:COULD THE BOY DO .TO KEEP WARM?
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IS THERE A PROBLEM IN THIS PICTURE?
MOMMIMMOIMINIMMILIANIIININIMIN140.111ft

WHAT THINGS IN THE PICTURE HELPED YOU. DECIDE WHETHER THERE

A. PROBLEM OR NOT? --

IF THERE IS A PROBLEM, :JUST WHAT DO YOU.THINK IT IS?



THESE TWO BOYS WRESTLING ARE TRYING TO PROVE WHO IS THE-STRONGEST.

HOW ELSE COULD THEY FIND OUT WHO IS THE STRONGEST? THINK OF AS

MANY WAYS AS YOU CAN.

9
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WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE TROUBLE IN THIS PICTURE?__

WHAT 'DO YOU THINK WAS THE CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE?

WHAT SHOULD THE MAN AND HIS DAUGHTER DO NOW?



o

THE APP IN THIS STORi',:JUST WENT UP IN PRICE. WHAT COULD HAVE

CAUSED THAT? THINK OF AS MANY THI NGs*. AS POSSIBLE..

IF YOU WANTED TO GROW SOME APPLES FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS,

WHAT THINGS WOULD YOU HAVE TO FIND OUT?
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O

IS THERE A PROBLEM IN THIS PICTURE?:

WHAT .THINGS IN THE. PICTURE.HELPAD YOU.DECIDE WHETHER THERE WAS

A PROBLEM OR NOT? $:

IF THERE IS A.PROBLENi WHAT IS IT?



o .

SOMEONE PUT A BOTTLE OF MILL ON THE STOVE FOR THE BABY.. WHAT MIGHT

HAPPEN IF THAT PERSON. FORGETS THE. BOTTLE? THINK,OF AS MANY DIFFERENT,

THINGS AS YOU CAN

.!
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THESE BOYS THINK THEY CAN MAKE MUSIC) WITH THE TRASH CANS, IF

THEY MAKE A LOT 10 NOISE WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN?
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NTHESE.BOYS ARE EXPLORING AN OLD HOUSE. EVERYTHING IS IN.- PRETTY

BAD aggE. WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN IF THEY TRIED TO CLIMB THE STAIRS?
NN



-"i011 THIDIN THIS POLIJE OFFICER STOPPED THE\.,1MIITER I N

,::;.1

14IFLOIG

13E; THE' ONLY Ri:ASON? TRENK OP SOME OTH* TIES EI.T



THIS BOY WANTS TO NAIL A POSTER TO THE WALL.;' HIS MOTHER SAID IT

,WOULD BE OKA BUT HE HAS TO BE SURE TO GET THE NAILS INTO' THE WOOD

POSTS BEHIND THE WALLS. HOW .AN THE BOYTIND.OUT, WITHOUT ANYONE

EWE'S HELP, WHERE THE WOOD POSTS ARE?
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THIS WOMAN HAS SOLD HER PIANO AND THE. MOVERS HAVE CONS TO

SHE TELLS THE MOVERS THAT THE PIANO HAD TO BE TAKEN APART.TO GET IT-INTHE

11604.A LONG TIME AGO, iUT,- SINCE THEN-HIV* PATIO DOORS WERE PUT IN. wig DO

-:THMIKWERS NEED TO- DO-Nadi-

-J.

1101roomER almr......0......,..

WHAT rams ,SHOUL6 THE MCVERS BE CAREFUL ABOUT WREN THE! Hon THE PIANO?

0

4.



THIS GIRL HAS JUST SUN AP ACCIDENT. WHAT SHOULD SHE DO FIRST? a .

V

WHEN AN ACCIDENT HAPPENS _WHAT ARE SEVERAL THINGS TliAT PEOPLE, SHOULD DO

A .

4.1

WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD THE GIRL ASK THE TWO DRIVERS TO HELP FIND OUT in
o.

THE ACthIANT HAPPENNE1i,
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tiLSE BOYS(WANT....A) BUILD A k;E1-100k;Lt WHAT fi7,11070 Tia ASK

THEIR FATHERS SO THAT. THEY KNOW NEU-g0 KNOW Asou

BuILpIG IT
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Liti'L:t4.41th ILA.S STOPPED. WHAT DO YOU THINK THE PROBLEM IS?

,

WHAT MOAT BE SOME OTHER. REASONS WWI THE LAWNMOWEI WOULD STOP? .
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THIS BOY IS TRYING TO WATCH A TV PROGRAM HE LIKES VERY MUCH.
1

BUT EVERYONE ELSE IS TALKING AND MAKING A(LOT OF NOISE. WHAT

MIGHT HA, PEN IF THEY, KEEP TALKING? THINK OF MANY DIFFERENT THINGS

THAT'. COULD HAPPEN.

11

t.?
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IS THERE A PROBLEM IN THIS PICTURE?

WHAT THINGS IN THE PICTURE ,HELPED YOU DECIDE WHETHER THERE WAS

A PROBLEM OR NOT?

.IF THERE. IS. A-PROBLEM JUST WHAT DO-YOU THINK IT IS?



A SALESMAN-H S CO 7 TO THE DOOR. THE MOTHER OF THESE TWO CHILDREN

IS BUSY AND ILL LET THE CHILDREN TALK TO THE SALESMANWHAT ARE

ALL THE QUES IONS'THEY'SHOULD ASK THE MAN TO SEE IF THEY WANT TO

BUY ANYTHING?
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THIS FAMILY'S CAR IS OVERHEATED. THERE IS A POND NEARBY. WHAT

THINGS FROM THE CAR COULD THEY USE TO CARRY .WATER?
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THIS XY IS WAITING FO1 THE BUS. :RYT_HE DOES NOT HAVE THE EXACT

CHANGE FOR THE BUS DRIVER. WHAT CAN HE DO?
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THE BIG HOUSE HAS A VERY LARGE 'TV ANTENNA. THAT IS VERY GOOD FOR

THE TV BUT iN THE SUMMER THERE ARE A LOT OF THUNDER AND LIGHTENING

STORMS. WHAT SHOULD THE PEOPLE LIVING IN THE BIG HOUSE WORRY ABOUT?

WHAT, THINGS SHOULD THEY DO WHEN A. STORM COMES?
t



IT'S ELECTION TIME Foft.ciAn.p4g4TANT. YOU ARE LISTENING TO

...THE CANDIDATES MAKE SPEECHES,-AFTERWARD THERE WILL BE TIME FOR

- QUESTIONS. WHAT QUESTIONSHOULDJOU ASK. THE CANDIDATES TO HELP YOU

DECIDE WHO TO VOTE FOR? THINK OF AS MANY QUESTIONS.AS YOU CAN.-.

I



---THIS DOG AND CAT HAVE PULLED SOME CLEAN WASH OFF.THE Log AND

AND INTO THE DIRT: WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN IF THE BOY DOES NOT DO

ANYTHING?

WHAT ARE ALL THE THINGS HE SHOULD. DO?
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THIS ROY IS ASKING THE OWNER OF THE DRUG STORE FOR A JOB.' WHAT

ARE ALL THE QUESTIONS THEOWNER SHOULD ASK THE BOY?

,mwomom....Alms.AwassAmo

WHAT ARE ALL. THE QUESTIONS THE BOY SHOULD ASK THE OWNER\TO SEE 110

HE WILL LiKE THE' JOB?



THIS MAN IS IN A HURRY TO MEET SOMEONE. WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN?

.

HOW COULD IT BE PREVENTED?



11,

A

THIS -BOY IS SOUND ASLEEP. WHAT THINGS COULD 1E.HAVE 1NE.TO'MAKE

HIM SO TIRED?

O

loameotwomtosemammormammema.....alee

IF HE DOES NOT WAKE UP IN TIMV:FOR, SCHOOL, WHAT MIGHT-HAPPEN?



PH KITE IN. THIS PICTURE IS CAUGHT IN THE TREE.. ONE BOY IS,'

TRYING 1'0 GET IT DOWN, WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN?

01LiffeifiiiiiliVallagiMb0000110,40001

A

0

HOW WOULD LI GET IT DOWN?



.. 0

THIS BOOKSHELF I LEANINGEANING OXER. WHAT COULD BE CAUSING iHAT?

410100/==00.M00*

,

WHAT CO6Lb THE BOY DO TO STRAIGHTEN THE BOOKSHELF?:



ALL OX' SUDDEN,' WATER sTARTtO :TO DRIP PROM 'THE/CEILING

THESE TWO CHILDREN WER1: wATr"4"NG T7 wHAT.404b HAVE FTENED?
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Student Self-Evaluation. Record She6ts
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